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SUMMARY

Cosmic rays with energies above I0raeV have

only been studiecl indirectly via the cascades (extensive

air showers) they initiate in the atmosphere. The

astrophysical interpretation of high energy cosmic rays

is hampered by the subsequent lack of knowledge of the

composition of the primary beam. The way in which the

showers develop should provide some insight into the

primary composition, although the unknown nature of

particle interactions at such energies complicates the

interpretation.

This thesis describes an experiment to determine

a shower development parameter, the depth of maximum,

from the width of the cerenkov Iight pulse produced

by the extensive air shower. The data and the conversion

from pulse width to <1epth of maximum are examj-ne<l for

sources of error or bias. Possible interpretations of

the results are considered, mainly from a primary

composition viewpoint but also with reference to possible

changes in the nature of the particle interactions.

The experimental data are also used to examine

a technique of determining the shower size from the

measurements of a single cerenkov light pulse. The

possible extension of the technique to provide a large

collecting area for showers with g^tl0reeV is brieflyp

considered.
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CHAPTER ONE

COSMIC RAYS

l.r INTRODUCTION

Cosmic rays are high energy nuclei, electrons

and photons mainJ-y from sources outside the solar system.

For the cosmic rays considered in this thesis

(energy ¡I0Ì0eV) only the extra solar nuclear component

is believed to be important.

It is natural to ask where and how these particJ-es

are accelerated to such hiqh energies (as high as 102 0eV) .

On the other hand, the existence of these energetic nuclei

provide an opportunity to study some aspects of particle

interactions at energJ-es much greater than those attainable

with current accelerators. However, these fundamental

matters are complicated by other uncertainities. For

example, one would wish to know to what extent the observed

energy spectrum of cosmic rays is determined by their

acceleration mechanism and the characteristics of their

propagation in galactic or extra-galactic space. In

order to properly interpret the observatj-ons in terms of

either the propagation or interaction physics one needs

a knowledge of the composition of the beam.

It is cfear, then, that any non-trivial

interpretation of a cosmic ray experiment may be rather

speculative but it wil-l be constrained by the need to be
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consistent wíth the results of other experi-ments in often

quite different areas. considering our Ìack of detailed

knowledge in many areas of cosmic ray physics, this is not

always a serious constraint although, often, Do consistent

interpretation is aPParent.

Cosmic rays interact in the atmosphere to produce

extensive air showers. The development of a cosmic ray

extensive air shower is influenced by both high energy

particle interactions and the composition of the initiating

cosmic ray. The research on which this thesis ís based

\^/as undertaken with the (naive) intention of studying the

composition of cosmic rays with energies ruIg16eV. In

view of the above, one should perhaps say that the

results relate to the, as Yet, inseparable problem of

the composition and particle physics at that energy.

Thischaptercontainsabriefexaminationof

cosmic radiation in general, but with a particular

emphasis on those matters that may have a more direct

bearing on the composition/interaction problem at cosmic

ray energies of about I016ev'

r.2 EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWERS (EAS

Becauseofthelowfluxofthehighestenergy

cosmic rays, it is not practicable to measure them

directly with satellite or balloon-borne detectors as

is the case for particles with energies il01qeV. Instead,

these cosmic rays are detected via the products of their
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interactions in the earth's atmosphere. The cascade of

secondary particles produced by these atmospheric

interactions is known as an extensivc air shower (EAS).

These showers will- be examined in more detail in chapter

two. The EAS consists of three major components: (I) a

hadronic core whose lateral ext-.ent is a few metres;

(21 a penetrating muon component extending out to distances

of the order of a hundred metres; and (3) a rsoft'

electromagnetic component with a Iateral extent similar

to that of the muons. The number of muons progressively

builds up in the cascade, whj-Ie the numbers of particles

in the hadronic and soft components grovü to a maximum

and then decay in the atmosphere. For showers initiated

by cosmic rays of energy 5I0r3eV, only the muon component

reaches sea level. At primary energies 'r'I016eV, the

soft component is (numericalty) dominant at aII levels

of the atmosphere and it is the growth and decay of this

component that was the subject of the experimental work

to be described in this thesis.

1.3 THE PRIMARY COSMIC RAY ENERGY SPECTRUM

cosmic ray energy spectra are usually presented

in one of two forms. The integral spectrum relates to

energy, the number of cosmic rays above that energy and

the differential spectrum involves the number per unit

energy interval- at the particular energy (both also per

unit area, solid angle and time) . If these spectra are
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simple power Iaws in energy, one need only subtract one (1)

from the integral exponent (index) to obtain the different-

ial exponent. For this reason, ro attempt \^til1 be made

to use onIY olle tYPe of sPectrum'

Theintegralenergyspectrumofcosmicraysis

shown in figure l.l for energies greater than l0r0eV. It

can be seen that the spectrum is indeed approximately a

power law with an exponent of -I.8. It is of interest

to note that the integral rate at I0r6eV is about one per

square metre per steradian per year. In figure I.2, the

flux has been multiptied by Er's to flatten the spectrum

and hightight the deviation from a simple power law. The

main featur:e is a steepening at a few times lgtueV,

c6mmonly known as the knee. since, ât- these energies,

the energy of the primary cosmic ray is inferred indirectly

from air shower measurements, with subsequent disagreements

between the results of different research groups and

methods, the exact form of the knee is unknown. Another

feature of the spectrum, âD apparent flattening above

I0reeV, is called the ankle'

1.4 COMPOSITION AT LOW ENERGIES

Thissectiondealsmainlywiththechemical

composition of the primary cosmic rays and its variation

with energy as a guide to what may be expected in the energy

range I0rs to I0r7eV. For this purpose, the energy per

n¡cleus wiII be used. By way of introduction, however,
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I.4

chemical and isotopic composition

nucleon wilI be brieflY discussed

implications concerning the nature

propagation of cosmic raYS.

I AT'\,roroev/NUCLEoN

at constant ener9y

some ofASas well

of the source and

Table l. I lists the relative composition of

various elements and charge groups, based on a compilation

by Juliusson (L915) and the data of simon et al (1980).

The major difference between this composition and solar

system abundances is that the light nuclei and very

heavy nuclei are overabundant in the cosmic ray beam.

The excess of these elements can be attributed to the

spallation of heavier elements in the interstellar medium'

TABLE I. I

THE RELATIVE COMPOSITION OF COSMIC RAYS AT l0roev/ NUCLEON

Charge (zl Elements 9o

I

2

3-5

6-B

l0-16

r7 -25

26-28

Hydrogen

HeIium

Light Nuclei (l,i rB,Be)

Medium Nuclei (C,N,O)

Heavy Nuclei

Very HeavY NucIei

Iron GrouP

93.8

5.5

0.08

0.4

0.14

0.0r4

o.o2

The

( secondaries )

abundances

enable one

of these spallation Products

to calculate the amount of matter
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traversed by the cosmic rays. The mean amount (À") is

energy dependent and is approximately given by:

À^ = 69 .*-' (E/ceV) -o ' s

e

in the region I to I00 Gev/nucleon. For a review of the

uncertainties in the derived val-ues and the range over

which this applies see Stephens (19Bf) '

After corrections for spallation effects, the

derived cosmic ray source (CRS) composition agrees well

with solar systcm (ss) abundanccs, most difforcnces

showing a strong correlation to the first ionization

potential of the atoms. In thj-s respect, the source

composition closely resembles that of solar energetic

particles, with the major exception being that of carbon

which is overabundant in the cRS by a factor of 'vtwo.

The abundances of Z>26 elements also indicate a source

composition consistent with ss values, although an

enhancement of r-process material (i.e. supernova source)

cannot be ruled out (Mevialdt 19Bl) '

The existence of unstable isotopes amongst the

secondary elements allows an estimation of the 'age' of

cosmic rays. A value of 14(+I3, -5) million years has

recently been calculated from the I oBe / eBe ratío at

100 Mev/nucleon (Garcia-Munoz et aI, I9B1). This corresponds

to a mean number density in the confinement region of

N0.23 atom .*-', which is well berow the accepted density

of I atom "*-' in the galactic disc. Other possible

'clocks t are 2 641, ' 'cI and s qMn.
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The relative isotopic abundances at the source

have been calculated for scveral elements and, in gcncral.,

the ratios are at variance with the SS values. The

enhancement factor (CRS ratio divided by the SS ratio) is

^,3.5 for ("Ne/'oNe) and'r,1.6 for ('u\g/t"tg) , ('uMg/'qMg) ,

(rtSi/"sí) and (3oSi/'"si) (v{iedenbeck and Greiner I9BI).

It has. been argued (Webber L9B2) that 2 ONe is underabundant

in the CRS by a factor of two, bringing the 22Ne over-

abundance in l-ine with that of the other neutron rich

isotopes. rqN is also apparentJ-y underabundant at the

sou4ce (Mewaldt et aI 19Bf ) .

The chemical composition of cosmic rays suggests

processes such as those occurring in stellar flares as

the major source of cosmic ray material, while the isotopic

evidence requires a different nucleosynthetic history to

that of the sun. At the recent Paris Cosmic Ray

conference, cassé (198I) provided a bríef review of

possible source models. The age and mean escape length

derived from the secondary cosmic rays indicate that they

spend a significant amount of time in low density regions

such as the galactic halo or 'superbubbles' (see

section f.5) .

L.4.2 FOR E<IO J qCV/NUCLEUS

Turning now to the

energy per nucleus, figure I

fluxes of various comPonents

the atmosphere.

composition

2 also shows

at consl-ant

the integral

rays aboveof the cosmic
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The hydrogen and helium spectra can both be

fitted by simple power Iaws with an index of -L.7 up to

lOraeV. (It has been assumed that the recent JACEE

proton spectrum of Gregory et al I98I is correct, rather

than the Grigorov et aI l97L spectra which exhibited a

steepening above I0r2eV which is now believed to be an

instrumental effect. )

' Between lOir and l0r3eV the fraction of iron

in the primary beam is clearly rising, while to a lesser

extent this is also true of the cNo component. The

spectrum of the spallation products Li, Be and B j-s much

steeper than that of the other components, thus these

elements are likely to be insignificant at higher energies '

Above l0l3eV there are few nteasuremcnts of the primary

composition for elements heavier than helium. The point

for iron at 2xI0r3eV is from an emulsion experiment flown

at an atmospheric depth of L2g "*-' 
by Abulova et al

(19BI). An integral flux has been obtained for iron

at I0r'*eV by Sood (1983) using the Cerenkov light

produced by the incident primary to increase the effective

coll-ecting area and to dj-scríminate in favour of high

z partícles. The composition in this region should be

further elucidated as more results of the JACEE experiment

become available.

Thebasicfeaturesofthespectradisplayedin

figure L.2 can be explained by assuming the same source
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spectral index for all components and allowing for the

energy dependent escape length discussed in section I'4'I'

Thus at low energies iron is severly depleted due to

spallation losses which decrease with increasing energy

and decreasing escape length, finally becoming negligible

at about IOr reV/nucleon (i.e. tuIOr 3eY/ nucleus for iron) '

The same will be true of the cNo component although the

effects wiII be less.

In this view the composition at l0I3eV/nucIeus,

which is approxímately H:He:CNO:Fe: (Z=LO-L6I in the ratio

4:2z2z2zL, is the Same aS the Source composition and

would remain unaltered until the cosmic rays begin to be

Iost from the galactic disc at a rigidity of about

ro l svlc.

Although a source producing a single index po\^ter

lawspectrumofcosmicraysovermanydecadesofenergy

may be attractive because of its simplicity, a suitabl-e

acceieration mechanism is dífficult to find. Therefore,

it is probably unwise to extrapolate on the assumption

of a constant source index, especially in view of the

uncertainity in the highest energy data. As an example,

Simon et al (f980) find that although their highest

energy d.ata for iron are consistent with a differential

index of -2.7 near 5xl012eV/nucIeus, the statistics are

not sufficient to rule out the iron spectrum of Goodman

et al (1g79a)which has an index of -2.4 from 5xI0r2 to
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rlOlseV. (This experiment and its interpretation will be

discussed later, âs wiII other air shower measurements

that relate to the compositíon/interaction problem.)

r.5 ANISTROPIES

I

't

!l

I

I

!

I

I

,i

ù

(This section is based largely on recent reviews

by Watson lgBI and Ililtas I9B2b' )

Since cosmic rays are charged, their paths in

the galactic magnetic field are not straight lines. The

Larmor radius of a relativistic particle is given by:

r ' E/ZB Parsecs-L

if E is in units of IgIseV and B in microgauss. The

magnetic field in the galactic disc is general-ly assumed

to have mean values in the range 2-4 microgauss'

rn current models, the galaxy has a 'halo' of

hot, Iow density gas extending several kiloparsecs

beyond the disc. The extent of the halo is uncertain,

as is its associated magnetíc field, although the

synchrotron emissivity of the halo indicates a field

tIpG. Thus, even for protons, the paths of cosmic rays

only approach straight lines on the galactic scale at

energies tu1020eV, At most energies the cosmic rays spiral

around the magnetic field lines and are reflected or

scattered by irregularities in the fieId, producing a

highly isotropic flux at the earth'

The quantity measured to indicate the

directional, properties of the cosmic rays is the



anisotropy vùhose ampl-itude is:

ô - (r*.* rmir,)/ (rmax

II.

I ml-n

where I and I-. - are the maximum and minimum intensities- -max mln

respectively. The direction (or phase) of the anisotropy

is mainly determined in right ascension because, firstly,

only a Limited dcclin¿rtion band is accessible at thc

latitude of any particular detector and, secondly, the

atmospheric coll-imation used in low energy experiments

gives a result which is an average over that band. At

energies where individual shower directions can be

measured it is also possible (with some difficulty, see

e.g. clay and Gerhardy l-982b) to determine a declination

dependence.

The variatj-on of amplitude and phase of the

anisotropy from 10r1-I020eV is shown in figure I.3'

Below I0r'*eV both the amplitude and phase are essentially

constant at about .068 and 40o. Kiraly et al (L9791

conclude that the constancy of the anisotropy from

l0rr-IOIqeV indicates that cosmic ray propagation and

sources are not too different over the whole range and

that the cosmic ray life-time is also nearly constant,

unlike its energy dependence belçw l01reV'

Above 10r'*eV the phase begins to change rapidly

while the amplitude increases roughly aS Eo'u above

2x1O1qeV. These changes are consistent with the

existence of irregularities in the local interstellar

medium on a scale of a few parsecs and may be linked

with the knee in the energy spectrum if this is associated

with propagation effects.

+
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Betl^Ieen 5xI0 r 7 eV and 101 e eV, analysis of the

Haverah Park data in galactic latitude shows an excess

of showers from the south (Astley et al rg8r) - There is

a sharp reversal above l0reeV with the cosntic rays

arriving prcferentiatly from high galactic latitudes

(cunningham et aI r9B0) . Tf thc cosmic rays at this

energy are protons, the arrival directions require an

extragalactic source -

r.6 ACCELERÀTION AND PROPAGATION

Various mechanisms have been suggested for the

acceleration of cosmic rays. Many of these involve very

energetic astrophysical phenomena such as supernovae

explosions (e.g. colgate and Johnson 1960) or pulsars

(ostriker and Gunn 1969) . Other modes such as second

order Fermi acceleration (Fermi L949) der j"vc thcir

energy from small scale random motions of magnetized

gas in interstellar space. The currently most popular

modeI, shock acceleration (see e.g. Blandford and Ostriker

L978, BeIl LgTB) incorporates elements of both types.

The shock itself may be associated with supernovae,

novae, strong stellar winds, etc., while the acceleration

occurs as a result of the cosmic ray being repeatedly

scattered across the shock front, Ieading to first

order Fermj- acceleration (i.e. involving non-random

motions in the medium) " The same mechanism might accelerate

the very highest energy cosmic rays in intergalactic space '

I

È"

I
I

I
ll

I
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shock acceleration requires particles to have

an energy exceeding some minimum value (tIQl'tev, cowsik

Ig80). Thus supernovae explosions, the second order

Fermi mechanism etc., may still play a role by supplying

the necessary 'seed' particles. It would seem, however,

that pulsars are not relevant as it is now believed that

they cannot accelerate ions (Arons I9B0) '

Thc main factor favouritrg shock acceleration

(apart from meeting the obvious constraint that it is

energetically feasible) is that this mechanism is

capable of producing a power-law spectrum over a wide

range of energies determined predominantly by the scale

Iength of the shock region. A restriction is imposed

on any acceLeration mechanism by the observed secondary

to primary (S/P) r¿rtio which decrcases with encrgy (as

outlined i-n I.4.I) indicating that there is no significant

reacceleration of the secondaries. Thus, although

Axford (1980) estimates that every point in the galaxy is

passed by a supernova shockwave about ten times during

the lifetime of a cosmic ray ('u2xl07 years) providing

ample opportunity for acceleration in the inter-stellar

medium, the s/P ratio requires that there be only one or

two acceleration incidents. Cesarsky and Lagage (I9BI)

calculate an upper limit of 'r'I0IseV for the contribution

from supernovae shocks when reacceleration is Iimited in

order to provide agreement with the observed s/P energy

dependence. Their spectrum is extended another decade

I
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when the contribution from stellar winds is included'

The maximum energy is proportì.onal to the charge of the

par:ticIe which would Iead to composition changes near

the cutoff. It is of interest to note that the Cesarky

and Lagage model mimics the knee in the energy spectrum.

A variation of the shock acceleration mechanism

involves structures known as superbubk¡les. Heiles

(Ig7g) discovered. neutral hydrogen 'supershells' with

sizes of several hundred parsecs. Ihese shells have

been interpreted as the matter swept up by the stellar

winds and supernovae of oB associations. These mechanisms

create a low density cavity (nn,I0-2 atoms cm 
3). 

The

whole structure is known as a superbubble and they are

expected to have Iives ,r,l0i years before brcaking up.

Kafatos et al (1981) envisage cosmic rays being confined

within the bubble while being accelerated by the shock

mechanism at the shell as well as by ne\^I supernovae

shocks within the bubble. Although this model produces

reasonable values for the cosmic l:ay age and mean

density traversed, it involves continuous acceleration

and therefore cannot be readily reconciled with the

observed S/P energy dependence. Streitmatter et al (1983)

circumvent the problem by restricting the acceleration to

the collisions of individual supernovae shells with the

supershell, thereby limiting the acceleration in both

time and space. They also place the solar system within

a superbubble which ceases to confine the cosmic rays
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effectively at high energies giving rise to the anisotropy

and spectral features at tIO1 seV'

The observed S/P ratio also pÌaces limits on

the time between injection and acceleration. Injection

at energies below the spallation threshold does not avoid

theproblemsince,inthiscase,inionizationlosses

would severaly deplete the cosmic rays of high Z nuclei,

contrary to observation (Eichler 19B0) '

calculations of the source abundances of the

elements from their observed abundances and those of the

spallation products are usually performed using a

propagation model of the 'nested leaky box' type (cowsik

and wilson 1973) . In such models the cosmic rays are

initiallyconfinedneartheSourcewitharigidity

dependent leakage into a larger confinement region such

as a spiral arm or the galaxy as a whole. The decreasing

escape length discussed in I.4.1 then represents escape

fromthesourceregion,notthegalaxy.Escapefromthe

larger volume in which the solar system is situated is

energyind'ependentunti]-theLamorradiiofthecosmic

rays became comparable with the scale of the magnetic

inhomogeneities. This occurs at a rigidity of 'r'10I5V/c

and would be accompanied by changes in the observed

spectrumandanisotropy.Thismodelprovidesa

relativelysimpleexplanationforthekneeinthe

spectrumandtheincreaseinthemagnitudeofthe

anisotropy above 2xLOr 
qeV'
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Itisworthnotingthatifthekneeresults

from a cut-off due either to acceleration or confinement

ef fects, it woulcl gcnerally occur at- a particular v¿rluc

of rigidity. Thus one would expect the iron spectrum to

steepen at an energy per nucleus 26 times that at which

the proton spectrum changes. The nett result would then

be that high Z nuclei would dominate the primary beam

just above the knee-

AttheVeryhighestenergiestheblueshifted

microwave background radiation Iimits the cosmic ray

Iifetime to 108 years. The major energy loss is by

photo-pion production above a threshold of 5xI0IeeV

for protons. The fact that the spectrum becomes flatter

in this region, âssuming no significant upturn in the

source spectrum, suggests that if cosmic rays at that

energyareextragalactic,thentherelativelylocal

Virgo supercluster must be the dominant source '

r.7 PARTICLE INTERACTIONS AT AIR SHOWER ENERGIES

The purpose of this section is to indicate that

at air shower energies particle interactions show

significant variations from their behaviour at accelerator

energies. The topic has been recently reviewed by

Gaisser et aI (1978) and Gaisser and Yodh (f980) '

An important concept used in the extrapolation

to higher energies of multiple particle producing inter-

actions is that of scaling (Feynman L969, also Benecke et
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aI Lg69 in the form c¡f I imitccl f ragtncttt-¿rt-ion) . In cì

scaling model the distribution of the secondary particles

tends to an asymptotic limit as the total energy (Eo)

tends to infinity if one uses an appropriately scaled

variable. For example , íf the secondaries have an

energy distribution f(E, uo) this can be replaced by

f (E/Eo) which is independent of the total energy'

scaling leads to a logaribhmic increase in the number

(multiplicity) of the secondaries with energy. other

models (Fermi I951, Landau I953) predict a multiplicity

increasing as E\. There is currently insufficient data

to determine the correct dependence (see Erlykin 19BI) .

Two cmpirical observations that lcd I'eynman to

bc¡l i cvc that asymptopi a was bcing approacheri \^/cre 1-he

constancy of the total cross-sections and of the mean

traverse momentum of the secondaries at accelerator

energies. However, the proton-proton cross-section

appears to increase above I0rreV (Yodh et aI L972,

Amaldi et aI Lg77) although its behaviour above 5x10r3eV

is stilI unknown. Similarly, accelerator experiments in

the last decade have shown a slow increase in transverse

momentum (see the review by McCubbin I9BI) while air

shower experiments j-ndicate a more rapid increase above

2xIOlqev (McCusker et aI L969, Ashton et aI 1977, Ashton

and Nejabat f98f) .

A good example of the unpredictability of

particle interactions are the Centauro events (Lattes et
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aI Lg73) which have been observed in air showers with

primary energies near l01seV. In these events an

anomalously small fraction of the energy is in the

electromagnetic (ro) component as compared to the
+hadronic (n= and nucleon) component' The relevance of

such uncertainties to the interpretation of air showers

will become more obvious in the next chapter where the

air shower will be consid'ered ín some detail'
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CHAPTER TWO

CERENKOV RADIATION FROM EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWERS

2.L EAS

As outlined in section I.2, cosmic rays

incident on the atmosphere produce cascades of energetic

particles. In this section the basic processes involved

in the development of EAS will be examined. Initially,

the primary particle will be assumed to be a proton. The

way in which the shower is likely to be modified in the

case of a heavy prj-mary will be discussed in 2-L-3-

2.L.L BASIC PROCESSES

An air shower is initiated when a primary

cosmic ray proton coll-ides with a nucleus (typically

nitrogen) in the atmosphere. The proton passes through

the nucleus colliding with one or two nucleons in the

process. These nucleons are ejected from the target

nucleus which, as a whoIe, does not gain much energy from

the collision. Only the most basic features of the

individual nucleon-nucleon collisions that contribute

to EAS will be discussed here. Detailed discussion of

collision moclels and experimental data at EAS energies

can be found in the review articles of Miesowicz (I97Ll ,

Fei_nberg (19721 , Gaisser et al (1978) and Gaisser and

Yodh (I980) .

The incident cosmic ray proton essentially

passes through the target nucleon, Iosing about half of
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its energy in the process. Partj-cIe production accompany-

ing the collision is usually divided into two (momentum)

regions. The fragmentation region contains the remnant

of the primary and other leading particles (fragments)

presumably prod.uced by the subsequent decay of the

excitecl primary. T'he fragtnenl-atiotr region 'rccounts for

the bulk of the energy. The other, so called pionization,

region corresponds to small centre of mass momentum and

i.s where most new particle production occurs '

pionizati.on i tsel f can l-re viewed as par:t-i cles

evaporating from a hot fireball of hadronic matter

produced by the collision. A simple explanation of the

process can be given in terms of a model developed by

Pomeranchuk (f951) and extended by Landau (1953). The

fireball expands and coo1s, its constituents interacting

until theír separation exceeds the range of the strong

force which is mediated by virtual pions with a range

tum t (in units with h=c=l). As a result, the firebatl
1T

cools to a temperature tt*n before the constituents can

evaporate. As a result of the low temperature at which

the fj.reball evaporates, most of the particles. it produces

are pions and they have a Bose thermal distribution in

the frame of the fireball. Because of the thermal

spectrum, the transverse momentum of the pions will be

typicalty t3mn , i. e - <pT>'\'420 MeV/c '

Although pions represent the bulk of the particles

produced, there may also be heavier mesons, antinucleons
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strange particles, etc. The multiplicity of produced

particles carrying most of the energy is roughly
L

2(E/1OeeV)ã for incident protons of energy greater than

I0eeV (Longair, L9Bl) -

For sufficiently energetic primaries, pions of

aII charges are conventionaJ-Iy believed to be produced

in approximately equal numbers. Neutral pions have a

very short half-life (I-78xI0-tut) and, even at the

relativistic energies at which they are produced in air

showers, can be consiclered to decay immediately into two

photons. The charged pions have longer half-Iives

(2.55x10-8s) and may interact further or decay into a

muon and muon neutrino. It is the pion decay products

that givc risc to thc morc cxtensivc components of thc

EAS.

The ganìma rays f rom the T 
o decays produce

electron-positron pairs in the field of a nucleus. (The

worcl electron will be used to refer to both electrons

and positrons. ) These in turn produce further gamma rays

by bremsstrahlung emission. The nett result is known as

an electromagnetic (e-m) cascade. The effects of

Coulomb scattering resuft in the electrons of the e-m

cascade reaching sea level in a disc with a typical

Iateral spread of about t00 metres and a thickness of

a few metres.

Muons from the charged pion decays have half-

lives of 2.2xl}-6 s and those with Lorentz factors greater
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than about 20 survive to sea level. Low energy muons

may decay into electrons together with electron and muon

neutrinos. Although the muons are not appreciably

scattered and travel at small angles to the shower

direction, they have a sea l-evel lateral extent of the

same order as the e-m cascade by virtue of their

production heights (uP to 2Okm).

The third component of an EAS is the hadronic

core consisting of the primary particle remnant and

other hadrons sr.rrviving from thc fireballs. The core

constituents will have further interactions with nuclei

which wiII produce more pions and thereby add to the e-m

and. muon components of the shower. (The leading particle

witI, of course, dominate these processes.) The lateral

extent of the core (for hadron energies ¿I010eV) is

only a few metres for low primary energies but this

increases (approximately linearly with energy) above

I0 I 4eV due to the increase in mean P, discussed in

section I.7.

Figure 2.1 is a schematic representation of

the basic processes contributing to the EAS '

2 .L.2 THE ELECTROMAGNETIC (C-M) COMPONENT

Because of the cascading of the electrons and

photons, the electromagnetic component is numerically

dominant so long as the hadronic core has sufficient

energy to generate new pions. After the core has lost

its energy, the muon component persists longer than the
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e-m cascades. For showers initiated by primaries of

energy sl-0t3eV only the muon component survives to sea

Ievel, but for primary energíe= ìl0tu electrons are the

main sea Ievel comPonent.

The behaviour of pure e-m cascades is well

understood (Kamata and Nishimura 1958). Since the growth

and decay of individual e-m cascades is much more rapid

than that of the nucleonic component of an trAS, it is

the latter which dominates the overall development of the

shower's electron component. However' some properties

of the EAS electrons can be well represented using

results that only strictly apply to pure cascades.

For example, ât e-m cascade can be characterized

by an 'age' parameter, s, which increases with depth,

being zero at the start of the cascade and one at the

depth at whích there are a maximum number of electrons.

such properties of the cascade as the electron energy

distribution and lateral distribution are then functions

of the age with the initial energy only contributing as

a scale factor. For the e-m component of arr EAS, because

one has a superposition of many individual cascades of

different ages, the age parameter is not well-defined

but is nevertheless stil,I used as a convenient measure

of a shower's state of development. In particular, the

lateral distribution is usually fitted to an NKG

function (which is an approximation by Greisen 1956,
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to the theoretical expression of Kamata and Nishimura

lg58 , for pure e-m cascades but which includes an

empirically derived term to make it fit EAS data) to

obtain a best fit ãgê, although it is well known that

for an individual EAS the apparent age depends on the

distance from the core at which most measurements are

made. (See e.g. CapdeveíIle and Gawin L9B2 for a recent

treatment of this Problem. )

For current purposes it is sufficient to note

some expressions which are good approximations to the

shower characteristics. The energy dependences are

based on e-m considerations while the density distributions

are empirical.

The integral energy spectrum of the shower

electrons near maximum is (Allan I97I)

N(>E) = Ne/G+E/30) Eq' 2'L

where N. is the total electron number and E is in Mev.

Based on the calculations of Roberg and Nordheim (f949)

one has for the rms scatfering angle

0 (E) = .7 / (l+E/Es) radians Eq ' 2 '2

E= (=2I MeV) is the characteristic coulomb scattering

energy in air. This scattering results in the electrons

having a lateral and longitudinal spread. The lateral

density distribution (the density p at a distance r from

the shower axis) can be represented by the so-called

'Moscow approximation' (Greisen I960)

N -r/roe -2
p(Ne ,tl 2rr o

e
r m Eq. 2.3
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with ro=60 metres. The longitudinal density distribution,

as a function of time (t) in nanoseconds, can be described

by (lfoidneck and Bohm f 975)

d(t) = o.39to'ee-o'st Eq.2.4

Because of the energy dependence of the scattering, the

most energetic electrons will be found near the front of

the disc and close to the shower axis '

2.L.3 THE DEVELOPMENT OF EAS

The development of the e-m component, dominated

as it is by the nuclear component, can provide information

about the interactions of the primary cosmic ray particle.

In particular, the initial growth of the electron numbers

(N") and the atmospheric depth ("*) at which the

maximum number occurs, depend on the energy of the

primary cosmic ray and the way it distributes that energy.

This in turn provides clues to the nature of the primary

and its interactions. On the other hand, the behaviour

beyond shower maximum appears to be well established

an exponential decay with an attenuation length

-2( À.tt) ru2oog cm

There are two parameters which are particularly
I

useful for characterlzíng the development z vtz, the

depth of the first interaction and the depth of maximum.

It is the latter which is the subject of this thesis.

The shower size at maximum is reasonably model

independent and is related to the primary energy (Ep) by
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(AIlan 1971)

Nu (x*) = un/ 2x10 e eV Eq ' 2 '5

Less weII estaÌ¡Iished is thc relationship between the

sea level size and the primary energy, As a rough guide

one can use (AIIan l97I)

N"(sr) = 106(Ep/r0r6ev)r'1s Eq- 2-6

but the exact form depends on the variation of x* with

E which in turn depends on the composition of the
p

primary beam and on high energy interactions. This will

be discussed in more detail in 2'L'4'

Assume for the moment that the depth of maximum

increases by 1009 "*-' 
per decade of primary energy.

Eq. 2.5 holds for heavy primaries as well as for protons

but the depth of maximum wil-I vary for different nuclear

species with the same encrgy. Thc simplcst way to treat

heavy primaries is using the superposition model. In

this a primary of atomic mass A and enernY Up is assumed

to produce the same EAS as A showers each of energy

E /n. on this basisr âr iron induced shower (A = 56)
P-z

would be expected to have its maximum about 1759 cm

higher in the atmosphere than a shower induced by a

proton of the same energy. The fact that the nucleons

of a heavy nucleus are not totally independent will

slightly increase the difference between the depths of

maxima.

Since showers develoP on an energy per nucleon

and hadron componentsbasis, the energy sPectra of the muon
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combined vfith a knowledge of the total energy should also

be sensitive to primary composition'

Anotherdifferencebetweenprotonandheavy

nucleus induced showers arises because of the different

mean free paths of the primary particles' The proton

mean free path in air is B0g "*-' 
at low energies redueing

to about 60g "*-' 
at IOr6eV (Ellsworth and Yodh 19BI).

For iron nuclei the mean free path is only LAg "*-'
(Daniel and Dugaprasad Lg62l . Thus for proton initiated

showers the first interaction will occur deeper in the

atmosphere on average and wilI have larger fluctuations

between showers. Because about half of the available

energy is dumped in the first interaction, fluctuations

in its depth will produce comparable effects on the

depth of maximum. Fluctuations in later development

will also be less for a heavy prirn;rry induced shower

because, being the sum of A smaller showers, it wiII

deviate less from the 'average' shower than might a

shower produced by a single nucleon'

2 .r.4 THE ELONGATION RATE

Thewaytheshowerdepthofmaximumchanges

with energy has been called the elongation rate. The

concept of an elongation rate (ER) which could be

related to the nuclear physics of the shower was

introduced by Linsley I977) and subsequently generalized

and refined (LinsJ-ey L979, Gaisser et al L9791 '
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InitssimplestformrLinsley'sERtheoremcan

be explained as fo1lows. If the primary cosmic ray has

energy E and the secondary multiplicity varies as EB

then the average y-ray energy from the 'ro decays wiII

-I-Bgo as E' Since the depth of maximum for an e-m

-2
cascade increases by one radiation Iength (*o = 3Bg cm 

'

is the interaction Iength for pair-production and

bremsstrahlung) for an e-foId increase in energy, the

ER for an EAS wiII be

dx
D" : dtk : (I-B)X. Eq. 2'7

Thus the change of depth of maximum per decade of energy

(Dr o ) has a maximum value of B7g "*-' for a constant

composition. changes in composition can be dealt with

using the superposition model so that the effective

primary energy is E/A- One therefore obtains

D" = (r-B)xo(t-ål#l Eq' 2'B

where lnA is the logarithmic mean primary mass number'

The quantity B would also include terms resulting from

the energy dependence of the cross sections for inelastic

hadron-air nucleus interactions '

Whi].etheERtheoremprovidesausefultool

for interpreting shower depth of maximum, the simplified

model for shower development on which it is based means

that it cannot be applied rigorously. Monte Carlo

simulations of showers have been performed to determine

the elongation rate for various interaction models.



It{ccomb and Turver (r98la) find that for scaling models
(muJ-tipJ-icity tlnE giving a smalI effective B) Dro

varies between 90 and t0og "*-' depending on the energy
dependence adopted for the cross sections. Etrsworth
and Yodh (r98r) obtain Dr o values in the same range but
tending towards 87g 

"*-t as they forlow second.ary

particles to a lower threshold energy.

It would appear that for a constant primary
composition the maximum value for Dr o is l00g cR- ,

assuming no drastic changes in the particle physics.
The elongation rate is also implicit in any

rerationship between primary energy and the shower

size at a fixed depth (such as in 8q.2.61. Since the
size attenuates past maximum (À.ttt200g cm-'¡ the sj_ze

at the observing l_evel (e.g. sea level) witl_ be

oN. (x*) exp [- (xs1-**) /Àrtt]

N" (x*) exp [x*/ l-aa J
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Eq. 2 .9

Eq.2.I0

^ (sI) and n cancp
be extrapolated

rate. To determine

so that

N
e

From Eq. 2.5

N

N^ (sl)
e

(sl)

one

(x)
m

2.7

c

has

ü Epe

and from Eq.

x-D^InE+constantmep
Thus Eq. 2.9 becomes

N" (sI) ü un l+De/À-tt

So, even if the reLationship between N

be established at one size, it cannot

without a knowledge of the elongation
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the primary energy for an individual, rather than an

,average' , shower from the sea level size the depth of

maximum is required, although fluctuations in the

development beyond maximum may still complicate matters'

2.2 CERENKOV RADIATION

cerenkov radiation is produced when a charqed

particle travels through a dielectric medium with a

velocity greater than the speed of 1ight, in the medium-

It is analagous to shock \^tave effects in acoustics and

mechanics. The radiation was first studied experiment-

all-y by Cerenkov (l-934 , l-g37) and theoretically explained

by Frank and Tamm (f937).

Blackett (f948) suggested that Cerenkov radiation

produced by cosmic rays made a small contribution to the

total integrated night sky flux and subsequently

Galbraith and Jell-ey (1953) detected intense light

pulses associated with air showers. cerenkov radiation

has an vdv frequency distribution, so the emission peaks

towards the ultraviolet. Because the atmosphere is

transparent to the visible and near ultraviolet, and

because this is also the region of maximum sensitivity

of most photomultipliers, cerenkov Iight is a convenient

tool with which to probe shower development. The early

work on cerenkov radiation from air showers has been

reviewed by Boley (1964) and Jelley (1967) '
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2.2.I CERENKOV LIGHT FROM EAS

In a medium of refractive index n,

particle will have a threshol-d velocitY van

production given

31.

a charged

for Cerenkov

for a

¡

ù-

I

t
¡{.

Ir
,i

'l

)
t,

!

I

I

vth

If one uses n

by

c/n

l-rn, the threshold energy, Eth,

mass m is
: rTrc2(L/tn\ -I)

particle of

E

re st

rh
In air at STP where rl -

Etf, = mc'//2ll

2. 9xI0 l-hi s approxintates l-<¡

llq. 2.LL

GeV for a muon

I that even at

its sea level value,

above the Cerenkov

a cone about the

angle of emission

which is 2),

and 39 GeV

electron energy distribution of Eq. 2.

higher altitudes where n is less than

about a half of the electrons will be

threshold.

Cerenkov light is emitted in

direction of the particle motion. The

l_s

MeV for an electron , 4 - 4

for a proton. It can be seen from the shower
fl,
¡å

F I

o - arc cos (c/nv)

t2n (r-EÊh/82 ) l \ radians for ¡<<1.

Eq. 2 .L2

For an electron at sea level, the maximum value of this

angle is l_.3o. comparing this with Eq. 2.2 for coulomb

scattering (r,10o at 100 Mev) it is obvious that the

angular distribution of the cerenkov light from an air

shower will be dominated by the Coulomb scattering of t-he

electrons.
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The number of photons emitted is given by

dN
()"/ = 4ns (r-E¿h/E'z ) J,,# photons/m trq. 2. I3

At shower maximum, for an electron with u"tah, this

results i¡ n,200 photons/9 ".'t in the 350-450nm wavelength

range. AIlowing for the electron energy distribution and

atmospheric transmission, one may expect c,I05 photons

per shower electron at sea level'

))) LAT ERÀL DISTRIBUTION

Because the angular distribution of the cerenkov

tiqht fi:om an EAS is largely determined by the electron

distribut|on, t-he Iight has ¿r strong lorward collimation '

Thus light emj-tted from 1ow in the shower does not

contribute as much to the flux at large core distances

as does light from higher altitudes. As a result, the

higher in the atmosphere that the shower maximum occurs,

the more light there wiII be at larger core distances

and the flatter the Lateral distribution of the Cerenkov

Iight will be. Therefore, the cerenkov lateral

distribution can be related to the shower development'

Also, the total integrated cerenkov flux provides a

measure of the primary energy which is relatively

insensitive to fluctuations in the shower development

(c.f' the sea level sizel .

calculations of the expected lateral distribution

progressed from those using simplistic models (e.9.

JeIley and Gal-braith 1955) , through the more realistic

calculations of Zatsepin and chudakov (L962) and
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sitte (:-962) to sophisticated calculat-j-ons using Monte

carlo techniques to simulate both the nucl-ear and

electromagnetic components of EAS '

The calculations have produced several results

which are particularly relevant to the experimental

work of this thesis. Firstly, there is a core distance

at which the flux is approximately proportional to the

primary energy and nearly independent of the shower

development. For showers with primary energies of I0r 5

to l0r7eV this distance is about 200 metres (see e.g.

the results of Mccomb and Turver l9Blbreproduced in

figure 2.21. secondly, even at 300 metres from the

core, the photon f lux is ,vE^/ (I0r reV) m-2 (f igure 2.21 .
p

The calculations have also enabled the depth of

maximum of showers to be determined from experimental

measurements of the lateral distribution. The resuÌts

of such experiments wiII be discussed in chapter six.

2.2.3 TIME STRUCTURE

The Cerenkov light pulse will have a time

structure determined by refractive index effects,

geometrical path differences, and the size of the

emitting region. To examine the first two effects,

consid.er the arrival times of light originatj-ng from

various heights along the shower axis and detected at a

core distance, r (figure 2.31. The emitting point is

assumed to be moving at the speed of light in vacuum.

The arrival time of light from h relative to the arrival
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of the shower at 0'is

r = (ñ(h, +t,l\ -h) /c Eq. 2.L4

since cerenkov light is preferentially emitted at small

angles, one may assume r<<h and Eg' 2'14 can be

approximated to

t = 1¡fr+r2 /2hl /c Eq' 2'L5

ñ and I represent the appropriate averages from ground

level to the height h. It can be seen from Eq. 2.L5

that for small core distances the first term dominates

and light from low in the shower arrives first. For

larger values of r the refractive index effects become

Iess important and the second term representing geometric

path differences is the major factor. The time sequence

is no\^J reversed, Iight front high in the shower arriving

first. Because of these two opposing effects there only

exists a one to one relationship between height and time

of arrival for r:Om and r>I50m'

It was recognized early in the study of the

cerenkov light from EAS that the pulse shape contained

information about the development of the electron

component (JeIIey 1958) . The first measurements of the

pulse shape \dere made by Boley et al (196r, L9621 using

a highly collimated photomultiplier (.03sr) Iooking at

vertical showers with EOII0rseV and core locations

within c,5 metres of the detector. under these conditions

the size of the emitting region was expected to dominate

the pulse width and the results 1v{ere interpreted as a
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measure of .b.he electron disc thi.ckness. other experiments

and calculations were also performed with narrow angle

detectors. The calculations of Castagnoli et al- (I967a)

estabtished the dependence of pulse shape on development

while those of Sitte (f970) and Bosia et al (L972al showed

a dependence on shower age parameter. Measurements of

the pulse width \,ùere made by castagnoli et aI (1967b)

and Bosia et aI (I970a,b, I972b) but no variation with

shower parameters that would indicate a dependence on

shower development was demonstrated'

ExperimentsbyBosiaetal(I973)showedthat

the detector geometry determined the observed pulse

shape and the calcufations of Böhm et al (1975) provided

the explanation. If the shower axis was not parallel

to the detector axis, the Cerenkov pulse represented an

oblique cross section of the shower and was thus a

measure of the electron lateral distribution. This

explained the structure observed in some pulses in terms

of all_owable fluctations in the shower's lateral

electron structure (Bosia et a1 I975) '

one other aspect of calculations for narro\^I

angle detectors is the work of Rieke (f969) and Grindlay

(Lg7:-) aimed at differentiating between gamma ray and

cosmic ray initiated showers in an effort to reduce the

cosmic ray (nuclei) background in searches for hígh

energy gamma ray sources.
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Thecurrenttechniqueofdeterminingshower

development from the cerenkov pulse shape follows the

suggestion of Fomin and Khristiansen (L972) that, ât

Iarge core distances, not only did the pulse shape

depend on the development but that it could also be

used to determine the actual cascade curve '

Thewayinwhichtheshowerdevelopmentmaps

onto the pulse shape at large r can be best illustrated

by ignoring the refractive index effects. The cerenkov

flux as a function of time can be written as

ø(t)dt = N"(h)A(r,h) dh/h' Eq'2'L6

N (h) is the electron number ät the height corresponding
e

to the time accordì-ng to Eq. 2.14. A (r, h) is the

cerenkov flux in the direction of the receiver and

depends on the electrQn energy and angular distributions

and the local refractive index, all of which can be

considered 'knowns' . The solid angle subtended by

unit area at the ground is L/hz and dh is the height

interval contributing to the unit time interval dt.

Differentiating Eq' 2'15 (ignoring the n

term and the sign) and' rearranging o e obtains

dh = 2hzc ð,L/r2 Eq. 2'11

Substituting this into Eq' 2 yields

ø(Ll = N"(h) R(r,h) 2c/r' Eq'2'LB

Thus, in PrinciPle, the

can be readilY obtained

shower develoPment curve Ne (h)

from the Cerenkov Pulse shaPe at
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Iarge core distances. In practice, the major problem is

to determine the arrival time of the light at the detector

relative to the arrival of the shower plane at the same

point as this requires an accurate determination of the

shower direction.

Orford and Turver (L976) circumvented this

problem by using a large number of detectors and assuming

that any particular point on the pulses (e.9. tOe" of full

height) corresponded to a single point on the shower.

This enabled the locus of the point to be determined

geometrically. In this manner they could build up a

shower (Cerenkov) profite as well as trace the shower

axis. The assumption h/as based on unpublished shower

simulations (but see Protheroe and Turver, L977) and

was shown by Ivanenko and Makarov (L977 ) to be

equivalent to assuming that the function A(r'h) in

Eq. 2.I8 is sufficiently slowly varying to be considered

constant over the core distance range of the measure-

ments. The technique has been used to determine

cerenkov development features (Hammond et al ]-977 ) and,

in conjunction with simulations, to determine the

depth of the shower electron maximum (Andam et aI I9Br) '

Another method of reconstructing the cascade

curve was investigated by Grigorrev et al (L9791. They

first used the pulse width to determine the height of

maximum (based on simulations) and then, by identifying

that position with a point on the pulse, were able to
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establish the zero of their time scale and relate time

to height. bY use of ìlq- 2-L4'

A more widely used technique has been to relate

the cerenkov pulse full width at half maximum (FWHM) to

the height of shower maximum and hence determine its

depth without attempting a detailed reconstruction.

A guide to the sensitivity of the FWHM to the

height of maximum can be obtained by differentiating

Eq. 2.L5 to obtain

dt = (n-rz /2]n2 ) /c.dh Eq. 2.L9

Assuming that the atmospheric depth (x) is related to

height by

-hlhoX = Xoe

wherc Xo is bhc total atmospheric depth and ho thc

pressure scale height, Ieads to

dt = -(n-r2/2r 2) .h/ho(hn/cxo)dx Eq. 2.20

The refractivity n will vary with height as

-hlh r= rì oe

the density scale height

the points on the shower corresponding to the half

height poj_nts on the cerenkov pulse are separated by

a fixed grammage, the pulse FWHM, 'r, will vary as

(approximating h1 = ho )

n

where hr is

1 = l-.+¡r ,uh/ho 7¡, Il---l
It is obvious that the FWHM dePends

core distance and height of maximum

Because of the angular distribution

(h1=1.2h0 ) . If

Eq.2.2I

strongly on both

(h<ho in general).

of the Cerenkov
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light from the shower, the height from which the maximum

light is received will in fact be above the shower

electron maximum. This angular effect also means that

at larger core distances the height of Cerenkov maximum

will move up in the atmosphere so that an exact t2

dependence vTould not be expected'

Despite the many assumptions and approximations

made in deriving the above relationship, it is in good

agreement with the results of calculations and experiments '

The simulations and measurements of the Durham group are

in agreement vrith an 12 dependence (Hammond et aI 1978,

Protheroe and Turver I979, McComb and Turver 1982b), while

the Moscow group obtain a value of I.7 from experiment

(Kalmykov et aI L977 ) and values between I-7 and 2.4

from simulations (Kalmykov et aI 19791. The simulations

also enable them to derive a relationship between the

height of maximum (h*) and the pulse width at 300 metres

from the core (t g o o) . It is

h = 17.05 - 9.17 1og,.o(tsoo) Eq. 2.22
m

where rgbo is in nanoseconds and h* in kilometres. This

has been plotted in figure 2.4 along with the result of

using Eq. 2.20 with dx = 3009 "*-'and h = h**Ikm to

allow for the difference between the Particle and Cerenkov

maxima. The main point of comparison is the slope which

is unaffected by the arbitary choice of values. The

deviations can be understood in terms of a decrease in

dx due to the angular distribution of the light for
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small heights and the increasing Cerenkov threshold at

high altitudes. The results of recent calculations

(patterson and Hillas 1983) agree with Eq. 2.22 and

furthermore indicate that it is valid over a wide range

of zenith angles.

Thus the way in which the cerenkov pulse Fv'lHM

varies with core distance and height of maximum has a

simple phySical interpretation at large core distances.

The FWHM should, therefore, provide an unambiguous

measure of the shower depth of maximum if the core

distance and zenith angle are known'

The foltowing chapters describe an experiment

(and its results) to measure the cerenkov pulse FWHM

and hence determine the depth of maximum for showers

with primary energies 'uIO16ev'
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3.1

CHAPT ER THREE

EXPERIMBNTAL DETAILS

INTRODUCTION

InchaptertwoitwasshownthattheCerenkov

pulse fuII width at half maximum (FI^lHl4) at large core

distances depends strongly on both the shower height of

maximum and the core distance. The purpose of the work

described in this thesis was to measure the FWHM of th<:

Cerenkov pulse from extensive air showers and' in

conjunction with independent measurements of other shower

parameters, determine the depth of maximum of those

showers. In this chapter the basic data acquisition and

its prelimínary treatment will be examined'

3.2 THE PARTICLE ARRAY

The experiment was conducted at the university

of Adelaide,s Buckland Park field station which is

situated about 40 kil0metres north of Adelaide on a

coastal plain a few metres above sea level. On this

site the Adelaide cosmic Ray Group operates an extensive

air shower detector array which routinely measures

particle densities and arrival times in showers. These

d.ata enable the calculation of shower size, core

Iocation and arrivaf direction. The array also provides

a prompt trigger which can be used to activate other
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recording devices. The array and its performance are

described in detail elsewhere (Crouch et aI l9Bl-) and

only the features relevant to the Cerenkov pulse \^tj-dth

experiment will be mentioned here.

3.2.I PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

For most of the duration of the experiment

the array consisted of eleven one square metre plastic

scintil-Iators arranged and designated as in figure 3.I-

All sites provided particle density measurements while

the five central sites (4, B, c, D and E) gave timing

information for the determination of shower direction.

particle densities were not avaj-labÌe from B, c and E

before February I97B and sites I-t J and K were not

operational until the end of May 1978. The recording

systems for the particle array and the Cerenkov

experiment were housed near the centre of the array

(initially in cl and c2 and later in c3) . The eleven

scintillator pulse heights and four pulse times (relative

to c) \^/ere digitized and recorded on magnetic tape for

Iater analysis on the University's CDC Cyber L73

computer.

3.2.2 ARRAY PERFORMANCE

Thetriggeringconditionsforthearray\^Iere

that greater than 6 particles (equivalent vertical

muons)bedetectedatAandgreaterthanBatDrwhile

aI1 the fast timing sites must have detected at least

2 particles. These conditions ensured that almost all
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triggering showers could be well analysed. As a resuÌt,

showers of a given size have a well defined triggering

area, roughly centred on C. For example, a 4x10s

electrons shower has greater than 908 triggering

probabitity within about 30 metres of C, but this

decreases to less than IOE outside 60 metres. with

increasing shower size the array collecting area

approaches the physical size of the array (3xIOam2)'

Shower sizes can be determined with a typical

error of I0%, the core location to within 10 metres

and the arrival direction to about 4o. These accuracies

only apply to showers whose cores are located inside

the area defined by FGHIJK. If the shower core lies

outside this area, the resultant analysis is generally

poor , íf not impossible. In the determinatíon of the

shower direction the shower front is assumed to be

planar.

Thetemporarylackofparticledensitiesfrom

B, C and E is insignificant both in terms of time

(tu5å of the experiment) and in its effect on core

locations. (8, C and E help define the east-west

Iocation of the shower, but uncertainities in that

direction have little effect on the core distance from

the cerenkov detector which was weII to the north. )

!ùhile a larger amount of data was obtained before the

advent of T I J and K, these sites are only important for

the analysis of showers whose cores fall- in a region of
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littIe interest to the Cerenkov experiment, i.e. r<150

metres. Thus, äS far aS it concerns the Cerenkov pulse

width experiment, the array performance can be considered

essentially unchanged throughout the experiment.

3.3 THE CERENKOV EXPERIMENT

The Cerenkov pulse width experiment used a

photomultiplier viewing the night sky- The output was

taken via a length of coaxial cable to a transient

recorder which displayed the pulse on a TV monitor from

which it was photographed. In this section the individual

elements of thc system will bc cx.rminccl in dct-ail.

3.3.r TIIE PHOTOMULTIPLIER

The photomultiplier tube was a Philips XP2040.

This is a fast tube (anode pulse FWHII :4ns at 1500V) with

a useful photocathode diameter of l10mm. The photocathode

ís of the sll (u.v. extended) type with a peak quantum

ef f iciency ('\,2I9) at just below 400nm. The tube was

used with a plano-concave adaptor which cuts off

transmission below about 30Onm. The resultant spectral

response is shown in figure 3.2. The base used with the

photomultiplier is shown in figure 3.3 '

To red,uce noise from the Adelaide lights and

from those parts of the sky from which few showers were

recorded, the photomultiplier was collimated by a shield

(rubbish bin/trash can) of about 0.5 metres diameter.

The tube was positioned so that the cut off was centred
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on 45" with the collimatÍon having some effect ru6o either

side of this. Since only tu13 of the detected showers had

anglCS of i nciclct-lcc grcatcr t han 40" where eclgc cf fects

due the collimation may distort pulse shapes, the

coll-imation should not complicate the interpretation

of the results.

3.3.2 CABLE

To obtain good sensì-tivity to the shower depth

of maximum the Cerenkov pulse needs to be measured at

least 150 metres from the shower axis. Hov/ever, for

logistic reasons the recording equipment was housed

near the centre of the array, âñ area where most of the

detected showers' cores are located. These circumstances

made it necessary to locate the photomultiplier at a

Iarge distance from the transient recorder. The two

were connected by 2oo metres of RG Ba/u 50 ohm coaxial

cable. To compensate for the relatively poor bandwidth

of this length of cable (see figure 3.5b) a short piece

of cable (27cm) terminated by a small resistance ('vI0CI)

vùas added to the end of the main cable in parallel with

the input to the transient recorder. At low frequencies

the reflection from this extra cable is out of phase

with the incoming signal, while at a frequency correspond-

ing to four times the cable length (tu160 MHz) the refrection

is in phase. The overall effect is to flatten the

frequency response by preferentially attenuating the low
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The terminating resistance was adjusted to

compensation without producing pulse
frequencies.

give optimal

overshoot.

3.3.3 THE

I

È*

I

t
I

t

;
+

i

I

I

i

TRANSIENT RECORDER

The pulses were recorded using a Tektronix 79L2

Transient Digitizer whose output was displayed on a TV

monitor and photographed. The input signal was initially

ampJ-ified by a Tektronix 7AI9 wide-band amplifier plug-in

which, used in conjunction with the 19L2, has a bandwidth

of 500 MHz. The horizontal sweep \¡ras provided by a

Tektronix 1892 time-base.

The 79L2 utilizes a scan converter tube in

which the signal, written by the writing beam onto a

target, is temporarily stored and subsequently read off

by a separate reading beam. A dot array, similar to

the graticule on an ordinary oscilliscoPê, is internally

generated and also written onto the target on a time

shared basis with the input signal. In the experiment

the 7gL2 r¡/as used in the NoN-sToRE mode in which the

read gun scans the target in a television raster

format. The output was then displayed on a TV monitor.

using a signal generator with a digital frequency read-

out, the graticuÌe was found to be accurate to within

the available resolution.

The system is summarized in figure 3 ' 4 '
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3.3.4 THE SYSTEM RESPONSE

The frequency response of the total Cerenkov

system was determined by the observatj-on of noise

pulses. One source of such pulses was the cerenkov

light emitted by the passage of high energy, cosmic ray

produced, muons through the photomultiplíer window- The

pulses produced in this way are extremely short (less

than I0-10 seconds) but do not uniformly illuminate

the whole photocathode. These pulses were observed with

the photomultiplier covered to exclude other Iight

Sources and with the volt-age at 1600V to gi.ve a suitable

gain. A second source of narro\d light pulses that was

utilized was the night sky. These pulses were presumed

to be the Cerenkov light from low energy, high developing

showers. In this case, the pulses were observed under

the same conditions of photomultiplier voltage and

background l-ight as pertained to the actual observations.

pulses of the latter type \^/ere recorded rçgularly to

monitor the night to night performance of the system.

A pulse FWHM of 5.3ns was chosen to charactertze

the system response as this was typical of the muon

induced pulses and just less than the shortest pulse

width from the night sky. A typical instrumental

response pulse is shown in figure 3 ' 5a and the

corresponding frequency response of the system in

figure 3.5b.
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3.4 OPERATING CONDITIONS

The data rú,rere collected during the two years

LTTB and 1979. The experiment was run on clear,

moonless nights. sky clarity was determined, in the

first instance, by direct visual inspection. A further

check was provided by a camera automatically taking 30

minute exposures of the sky. Clouds could be detected

by dimming or breaks in the star trails '

The photomultiptier was used at a voltage in

the range t50o-1550 volts so as to maximize the gain

while at the same time maintaining the continuous anode

current well below the maximum rating of 200u4. The

transient digitizer was operated on a time base of

5ns/division, giving a total sweep of 4Ons. Because

the Cerenkov pulse arrival time at bhe photomultiplier

may differ from the core impact time by up to 500ns,

depending on the shower angle of incidence and the core

Iocation, the use of an array trigger would have

resulted in an unacceptably Iarge jitter. For this

reason, the transient digitizer was triggered internally

at a mean rate t0. IHz. The output display was photo-

graphed on the arrival of a trigger from the particle

array. The intensity of the photographed trace, the

exposure time of the camera (L/B second) and the

triggering rate combine to produce a less than IZ chance

of misidentification of a pulse. (In fact, only one

pulse that was accepted for analysis proved to be
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clearly anomalous when the particle data for the event

\^zas examined. )

The detector was initially placed at various

distances from the centre of the array so that the

dependence of the FWHM on core distance (r) could be

determined from small r up to the limiting distance

at which pulses could be efficiently detected. Most

of the data were obtained with the photomultiplier either

I60m or 205m north of c site. At these positions

usable Cerenkov pulses were recorded for about one third

of all particle array triggers'

3.5 PULSE INTEGRITY

Due to photoelectron statistics the recorded

pulse wiII not necessarily be an accurate reproduction

of the 'real' pulse. A guide to the expected magnitude

of the statistical effects can be obtained by using the

value of Ep/10rrev photons m:2 at 300 metres quoted in

2.2.2. Since typical values for the experiment are

E .r,1016eV and r=200 metres, showers will be recorded
p

at typical photon densities in excess of 10 s photons

m-2. The collecting area of the photomultiplier is

l-0:2m2 leading to t103 photons or ^'I02 photoelectrons.

These numbers indicate that statistical effects may

not be insignificant -

In conjunction with a colleague (D'F' Liebing)

two photomultipliers \^/ere operated at the same site for
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abriefperiod.Thetwosystemswerenotidenticaland

the pulses cannot be compared directly' but the high

correlation betweên the pulse widths from the two systems

indicated minimal statistical effects' Indeed' a

comparison of those few pulses with unusual structure

showed that the structure was reproduce'd to a high

degree in }¡ot-Ir sysl-cnts, Climinat'irrg a st-al_isl-ic.r1

interpretation of this phenomenon (Thornton et aI L979) '

3.6 ALLOWANCE FOR THE SYSTEM RESPONSE

ThemajordifferencebetweenthetrueCerenkov

pulse and the recorded pulse arises because of the

limitedbandwidthofthesystem.Torecoverthetrue

cerenkov pulse a deconvolution of the instrumental

response from the observed pulse is required' The

recovery of the FWHM is no less complicated, although

it does lend itself to some simplifying approximations.

Theconvolutiontheoremstatesthatifof,'

o]andolarethevariancesoftheobservedsystemand

Cerenkov pulses respectively, then

O2 = 62 + 62 Eq. 3'I
osc

This can be written as

ar2o bt2 +
S

d'r 2
c

or tl= (arå b'r!)/d Eq' 3'2

where -r is used as an abbreviation for the FWHM and the

subscripts have the same meaning as for Õ2 ' The variables

a, b and d, relating 12 to Õ2, depend only on the shape

of the pulse.
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Thus the true FWHM can be determined if a' b

and d are known. b is a constant which can be found by

measuring the FWHM and variance of an instrumental

response pulse (b : O-52) - On the other hand, a and

d will vary from pulse to pulse. Measuring the variance

of each observed pulse as well as its FWHM, would enable

a to be calculated. This requires a large number of

measurements per pulse which not only detracts from the

simplicity of the FWHM method of determining the height

of maximum, but would also have been prohibitively time

consuming, a suitable pulse reader /digíLizet not being

available at the time. Without a fulL deconvolution to

find the shape of the real cerenkov pulse, d remains

unknown.

However, the Problem

consídering two limiting cases.

can be simplified

Firstly, when r

the observed Pulse shaPe will be

Cerenkov pulse shaPe and so a=d

trivial case Eq. 3-2 reduces to

determined by

and T >>T
OS

by

>>Tcs
the real

this

The second extreme

shape is dominated

case a=b and Eq. 3.

12': (r?-c o

If one chooses f =

small pulse widths

Iarge pulse widths-

when 't < <-t and the
c S

In

then Eq. 3

conditions

Eq. 3. 3

observed pulse

In this

Eq. 3 .4

T2o
2
C

T

IS

by

2

the system response.

becomes

r!)n/d.
b/d-+1 as.å*."t.3

also satisfies

Hence, if the

.4 for

for

well as

the

ratio b/d as
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the rate at which it tends to unity can be determined,

Eq. 3.4 can be used to derive a measure of the true FWHM

from the observed value.

It should be stressed that this technique is

only useful so long as one is considering averages and

cannot be apptied to individual pulses whose shape

factors will show some variation at a fixed FWHM. Thus

a major assumption j-n this method is that the pulse

shape is either well correlated with the pulse FWHM

or shows little variation for different core distances

or depths of maximum. The former is probably the case.

Reference to Eq. 2.2L indicates that for pulses with

the same FWHM the ratio r/h is approximately constant'

indicating that shower maximum is being viewed at about

the same angle. since it is the angular distribution

of the Cerenkov light from an EAS that largeJ-y determines

the falling edge of the pulse, pulses with the same

FWHM should have similar falling edges and, hence,

similar overall shaPes.

Theoptimalvalueoffforsmallpulsewidths

can be estimated from trial deconvolutions. Figure 3'6

shows a typical pulse with FWHM=I0ns and the result

after deconvolution. The deconvolution was performed

using fast fourier transforms with a bandwidth of

2OOMHz applied to eliminate the inevitable high

frequency noise. Some fj-na1 subjective smoothing was

applied and the resultant pulse convolved with the
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instrumental response to ensure that it still corresponded

to the original observed pulse. In this case f :: 0 ' 6 '

For pulses with observed widths less than lOns, the

deconvolution rapdily becomes more difficult and it is

doubtful whether sufficient information has been retained

for the true pulse to be extracted with any degree of

integrity. For these narrow pulses a value of f - 0.5

\^ras adopted for convenience but it must be recognized

that the resultant reduced pulse width will be an

overestimate of the (unknowable) true width'

Deconvolutions using larger width observed

pulses indicated that f can be considered to have attained

a value of unity by the time the observed pulse width

\^ras n,I6ns. As a result f was chosen such that

s-lI_
(2
11+

if r <9ns
exp [-[(to-sl/412] if .!zO"=

Eq. 3.5
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HAPTER FOUR

THE DEPENDENCE OF THE FWHM ON EAS PARAMETERS

4.L INTRODUCTION

In this chapter thc depcndence of the cerenkov

Iight pulse FWHM on other shower parameters wiII be

examined and some functional forms of the relationship

discussed. The parameters used are:

(i) FWHM or t: the full width at half

maximum of the Cerenkov pulse after

correction for instrumental Iimitations '

as discussed in section 3 ' 6 '

(ii) N" (sl) : the shower size (electron

number) at the observation level as

determined by the analysis of the particle

array data;

or N", the shower sLze at an atmospheric

d.epth of IO30g "*-' 
(equivalent to

vertical sea-level) inferred from N" (sl)

and the shower incidence angle assuming

an attenuation length of IB5g t*-''

(iii) cos0 : the cosine of the shower

zenith angle, also determined from the

Particle data'

(iv) rz the distance of the Cerenkov

detector from the shower core, measured

in the plane normal- to the incidence

direction.
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TheclependenceoftheFWtlMontheothcrthree

parameters will be compared with the results of other

cerenkov pulse width experiments and also used to

derive an est-imate of the elongation rate for showers

with sea-Ievel sizes '\,106. The radial dependence will

be particularly relevant to the analysis in chapter

five. since there are no strong physical arguments

to suggest the exact form the dependences may take,

the choice of functional forms considered here wiII be

based on the ease of cornparison with other r:esults -

Although the main rcsults will bc obtained

by regression analysis, most of the data will also be

presented graphically as this enables one to gain an

appreciation of the depencletrces, and of the suiUability

of the functional forms, that cannot readily be obtained

from the regression coefficients aIone. The actual

fit is done by reducing the chosen functional form to

a linear form and then performing a multi-parameter

lj_near regression to determine the coefficients of

best f it. (The programs used l¡/ere based on those of

Bevington 1969.) Al-I the variation is assumed to be

in the dependent variable (the FWHM). This is not an

unreasonable approximation since for a fixed value

of N", cosO and r, the spread found in the FWHM

exceeds the combined uncertainties in the determination

of the other three parameters. Typical uncertainties

in these parameters, based on a mean core distance of
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On the other hand, the

weighting is aPPlied,

to the linear form of

56.

angle of 20" and the array performance

2 arez

a mean

in 3.I

Acos0
cos0

spread

so the

3%

in the

results

-ard at r 5so.rN

FV']HM is tu40?. No

are the best fit

the function.

4.2 THE DEPENDENCES

Figure4.tisagraphofthedependenceofthe

FWHM on r for showers with a mean size near 106'

(some additional information may be found in Appendix I' )

An interesting feature is the apparent minimum pulse

width at tBO metres. The increase towards the shower

core should be treated cautiously since the result of

the pulse width reduction formula is not particularly

meaningful when applied to such narrow pulses (observed

FWHM tu5.5-6.5ns, but only measured to the nearest half

nanosecond.) Nevertheless, the effect seems to be

real, ât least in a qualitative sense. A minimum

pulse width at just below 100 metres is predicted by

such simple considerations as \^/ere used to derive

Eq. 2.2I, due to the opposing effects on the arrival

times of the refractive index and geometric path

dj-fferences. It is also reproduced in calculations

that examine such small core distances (e'g' McComb

and Turver 19BIb;Patterson and Hitlas 19B3) ' This

feature was not examined further'
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The same effects that lead to the minimum

FWHM occurring as rtuBOm also result in such "minimum"

pulses containing no information about the shower

development. Good sensitÍvity to the shower depth of

maximum can only be obtained from pulses whose FWHM

are dominated by geometric path differences. Therefore,

alI subsequent analysis was restricted to events whose

core location was at least I50 metres from the photo-

multiplier. (Hillas tgB2ahas suggested that a safer

limit would be in the range 170-200 metres')

Two forms of the radial dependence will be

considered:

(i) The Durham group (Hammond et aI I97B)

have suggested that the radial dependence

should be of the form

FWHM = a +br2.

In figure 4.2 the FWHM is plotted as a

function of T' for the same data sample

used in figure 4 . I. It can be seen that

such a relationship wiII fit the data

we1l.

(ii) The second aLternative is a po\^rer

Iaw. This form has been used to fit the

results from Yakutsk (Kalmykov et al

L977, Grigor'ev et aI 1978) ' The

suitability of a power law to describe

the data can be judged from figure 4 ' 3a
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where log (FWHM) is plotted against

log (r) 1 or three size bins ' It is

clear that a po\^Ier law can be used to

fit the data'

It is the latter alternative that will be

used for most of the analysis in this chapter - The

quadratic form will be considered in section 4 ' 4 '

The question of the "correct" radial dependence will

be discussed in more detail in section 5 ' I '

There are two sizes in terms of which the

data may be analysed' The directly measured shower

size, N.(sI) is the most obvious' but the extrapolated

size at a fixed depth' Ne' has the advantage that it

shourd correspond, oD average, to constant primary

energy, EP, regardless of the angle of incidence'

The main analysis wilt be performed using N" but the

results obtained using N" (sI) will also be presented

and discussed'

Thetaskthenistoincorporatethesl-ze

dependence into a relationship of the form

MHM = .tt '

The t\^7o most simple ways are to make either a or n a

function of N.' From figure 4'3a it is not obvious

which is the better choice ' A variable exponent has

been used to analyse an earlier subset of the current

data (Thornton and Clay I978b)' while Kalmykov et aI

(Lg|9)andPattersonandHillas(r983)havepresented
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the results of calculations which indicate that the

exponent depends on the shower height of maximum and

hence N". On the other hand, Kalmykov et al (f977)

also fit their data to a form
o

FWHM = aNÞrn.

This has the advantage that it is separable, which is

a useful property in further analysis. This is the

form preferred here. The variable exponent case will

be examined in section 4 - 4 -

The nature of the angular dependence can be

judged from figure 4.3b. There is nothing to suggest

that the data should not be fitted by a pair of

parallel lines. Hence the angle can be included as a

multiplicative factor ín the same manner as the size.

4.3 THE FIT

As a result of the previous considerations,

the data was fitted to a relationship of the form

FWHM = a(coso) cx(Ne/I0s) ßrt

by means of a multi-parameter linear regression on the

logarithms of the parameters. Because no weighting was

applied to the data points, the result is the best fit

to log (FVüHM) . The resul-ting values are

Iog(a) = -2-84 ! 0.34 (for r in m and FWHM in

o¿ = 3.34 t 0.33

ß = 0.26 1 0-02

n = I.5I t 0.15

The crosscorrelation coefficients are given in table 4.1

ns)
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The

and

total correlation coefficient between log (FVüHM)

the other parameters is 0.78.

Table 4.L

log (cos0) log (Ne) Iog (r)

log (FWHM) 0.24 0.58 0 .62

1og (cos0) -0.25 0.00

IfN (st) is used instead of
e

other exponents

log (Nu) 0 .44

With over 3I0 events in the sample the probability of

obtaining a correlation coefficient ¿0.24 from an

uncorrelated sample is 50.Iå. Hence, even the

apparently low correlation between log (FWHM) and log

(cos0) is significant. The significance of the overall

fit can be assessed by testing the hypothesis that the

coefficients (c,ß and n) are zero. This is done by

applying an F-test to compare the variance in the data

that is accounted for by the regression with that

which is not. The value obtained (F = J-64l greatly

exceeds the l8 level- of F3,310 : 4.

The fit derived in this section can be

conveniently written as

FWHM = I.5 (cosO) N
e /Los)o''u (t/rOom) t.s ns.

then the value of o,

and the coefficientis I.7, while the

remain unchanged.

4.4 OTHER FITS

3

Ne'

As was

form that can be

previously noted there is not a unique

fitted to the data. In this section
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some other possibilities will be examined briefly.

The most important alternative is that

preferred by the Durham group for the radial dependence,

viz.

FWHM:a+br?.

This does not include any terms for the angular and

primary energy dependence which are specified separately

at a fixed value of r. The same general approach was

used to analyse this data. To find the radial

dpendence, the FWHM was first reduced to fixed N.

and 0 using the dependences from section 4 ' 3 ' The

dependence thus obtained was then used to normalize

the FWHM to a fixed r so that the cosO and IogN"

dependence could be obtained'

The results were:

FWHM = 1.9 + 1.6(r/L}Olz ns

for vertical showers and N" = IQu, white at 200 metres.

FWHM = -9.3 + l--2.g cosO + 4 -5 loq (N./IO s ) .

Another possibility, mentioned in section 4'3,

is that of having a síze dependent radial exponent.

There are two ways this can be expressed which highlight

different aspects of the data. They are:

FWHM tu (r /r o, 
t*brogN"

and FWHM t tS rn+blogNe.

It can be easily shown that ß =-i;logro. In the first

case it is obvious that the FWHM has no síze dependence

at r = r_. simple theoretical considerations (see
o

e.g. section 2.2.3) predict that to tu B0m. Although
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this is outside the range being analysed, it is of

interest to see if.o is of this order- On the other

hand, a very small .o would imply a radial exponent

that is essentially constant with size, âs assumed in

section 4.3. The second expression allows a direct

comparison of the amount of the size dependence in the

radial exponent to that in the coefficient-

The result of the linear regression \^Ias:

i3 - 0.20 I 0.56

b - 0.03 t 0.25

n = I.45 I 0.3I.

The uncertainties in ß and b make an estimate

of r impossible. The large uncertainties arise
o

because only two independent variables have been used

to produce three values. As a result these numh;ers can

only be suggestive rather than significant- Also, in

view of the deconvolution difficulties r ênY size

dependence in t-he radial exponent may be masked.

4.5 COMPARISON OF DEPENDENCES

The dependence of the FWHM on other shower

parameters which has been derived here cannot be directly

compared to the results from Yakutsk and Haverah Park,

since those results apply to generally larger showers

observed at larger core distances. Nevertheless such

a comparison is not without merit and will be useful

when the interpretation of the dependences is discussed

later.
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I

et al L978) find for

The

ship

can

for ro7<N <5.108 and
e

cr value corresPonds to

derived in Appendix 2

be derived for the case

at 400 metres

The

250<r<970 metres.

N_ (sI) . Using the relation-
e

a value of or = 2.9 t 0.4

of shower size at a fixed

The Russians (Kalmykov et al L977, Girgor'ev

their data

.4, ß = 0.06 t 0-04o¿ = 2.5 1 0 and n : I.7

depth.

As has been mentioned before, the Durham group

assume an a+br2 dependence. They also do not attempt

to remove their instrumental response (FWU¡'I = I9ns)

from the observed pulses, and they use the Cerenkov

density at 500 metres (p(500)VE) as a measure of the

primary energy.

Their results obtained at Haverah Park are

FWI{M(r) = 2.L7 + 2.97 (r/l0O)2 ns

for vertical showers with 2xI0 r 7eV primary energy and

FWHM = -45 .I4 + L20 .3 cos 0 +9 .92 logp (500 )VE

the others

them. The

(ì,

l-s

(Hammond et aI 1978) .

easiest way to compare these results with

to derive an equivalent o, and ß from

FWHM (coso)üuß form leads to

cos 0 âFI^IHM
FbIHM ðcos0

Ne AFWHM
FWHM âNe

and ß
t4

Applying these to the

(fWgPt=69 ns) and making

Durham reÌationship

the assumption that

forr=400metres

the energy
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parameter p(500)VE is proportional to N"0'e (see section

2.I.3) one obtains o = L-l and 3=0.06. (After removal

of the instrumental response the values would be

slightly larger with crr, : 2-3 and ß=0.08 being likely

upper bounds. )

Recent results from the Dugway experiment

(chantler et al L9B2) of the Durham group give a value

of cx=-2.5 for 8p",10r7-I0lBeV and r : 200-250 metres at

a vertical atmospheric depth of B35q "*-t. These

results are summarized in table 4 '2 '

Table 4.2

I

t

Þ-

,l

¡

,I

t
tt,

'l

lr
t
r{,
I

I

I

I

l

r (m) N orE

Present work 150-300 ""10 
t'

ot tl n
e p

3.3 -26 L.5 I

Yakutsk 250-910 t5x10 7 2.9 . 06 L.l

Haverah Park 400 t2xl017eV L.7 .06 2

Dugway 2OO-250 I0 r 7-I0 I Bev 2.5 2

The major differerence between the results of

the present work and the results at higher energies is

in the size dependence. The value of 3 obtained here

suggests a much larger elongation rate at 'r,10 16eV than

for E-- >10 r 7eV. The general agreement between the results
P

for 6¿ and n is expected as these parameters depend

largely on geometric factors rather than on shower

development. A more formal examination of these para-

meters will be undertaken in the next section'
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AND THE ELONGATION RATEC[, ß

Since the thickness of atmosphere traversed

by the shower can be calculated from its zenith angle,

the parameter 6x can be used to estimate the dependence

of the FWHM on the height of shower maximum. v{ith

this information the size dependence parameter ß can

then be interpreted in terms of the rate of change of

depth of maximum with síze and hence Un. Some relation-

ships are derived in appendix 2. The results are

4.6

n

and

Dro

x

^xäm
ð logE

x
x tln -9--- ^ + Ll$/an' x cosu

m

Eq. 4.L

Eq. 4 .22.3/(L/x -1lÀ)n
p

where x is the shower depth of maximum, x^ the vertical--m o

thickness of the atmosphere, À the shower attenuation

l-enqth, x the increase in depth of maximum for an
n

e-fold increase in shower size and Dr o the rate of

change of depth of maximum per decade of primary

energy.

An evaluation of Eq. 4-L requires a knowledge

of the depth of maximum. A val-ue of 5009 "*-' 
\^ras

chosen as appropriate for Na,v106 based on a formula

given by Allan (1971) . The results of this experiment

and other experiments confirm that this is indeed a

suitable choice of xm. The various values adopted in

I
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the evaluation of Dr o are

(x :3.3 t 0.3 ß = 0.26 ! .02

x = 500 t roog cm-2 x^ = ro3og cm-2--m O

À = 185 ! 2Og cm-2 coso :0'93

The elongation rate thus derived is

Dro = 260 t 50g cm 
2/clecade E. 'p

Although this resull- is I¡ascd c¡n sim¡:le considerations

the value is so much larger than the accepted "normal"
-2value of D1e5l00g cm that it must be considered as

strong evidence for an unusually Iarge elongation rate

for showers with sea-level sizes tIO 6 '

It should be noted that the derivations are

independent of the radial behaviour of the FWHM. It

would also appear that the result does not depend on

the manner in which allowance is made for the system

response. Performing the regression on the unreduced

pulse widths leads to

(I = l--7, ß = 0'14 and n = 0'9

but the ratio ß/a is t0-08- This is close to the value

obtained using reduced pulse widths '

As a further check on the validity of the

result the same technique was used to determine the

elongation rate for the Yakutsk and Haverah Park data,

-2assuming x^"u7009 cm'for their showers' The value
-2derived for Yakutsk is xn-20 g cm -which is in

excellent agireement with the value of *r, = 22 t 13g.*-'

derived by Kalmykov et al (L977 ) by comparing their
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FWHM to results of simulations. The value for the

Haverah Park data is Dro!I00g cm-2 which agrees $tith

the value of Dro=B0g "*-' obtained in Hammond et al

(1978) on the basis of simulations. Therefore, there

can be little doubt about the validity of applying

Eq. 4.I to the derived size and zenith angle

dependences to obtain an elongation rate.

In the following chapter results of

simulations will be used to determine the actual

depths of maximum.
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CHAPTER FIVE

TIIE DEPTH OF MAXIMUM

In the previous chapter the cerenkov pulse FWHM

\^ras examined in terms of its statistical relationship

to other shower parameters. The el-ongation rate deducdd

from the size and angular dependences of the FWHM was

Iarger than that expected from the elongation rate

theorem without invoking ¿ rapid change in one of the

contributing factors. In this chapter published

relationships witl be used to determine depths of

maximum for individual showers and thus establish the

depth of maximum as a function of primary energy'

5.I RADIAL EXTRAPOLATION

Kalmykov et aI (I979) published the first

useful relationship between the FWHI4 and the shower

height of maximum based on shower sinul-ations. The

relationship gives the height of maximum as a function o f

the true FWHM at 300 metres from the shower core. The

current data sample has previously been analysed using

the "Kalmykov equation" by extrapolating the reduced

FWHM to the value it would have at 300 metres, assuming

the radial dependence determined by a multivariable

regression applied to atl the data outside I50 metres' as

in section 4.3 (Thornton and CIay I979b, included in this

thesis in appendix 3). The value of the radial exponent
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used in this extrapolation has been criticized by Orford

and Turver (1980) who believe that the appropriate

dependence is of the form a+br2 (see al-so 2.2.3) . These

criticisms (and others) have been discussed in another

publication (Thornton and clay I9BI, appendix 4l and

the matter of radial extrapolation will rrot be dealt

with in great detail here.

TheradialbehaviourofthccalculatcdFWHM,

as well as the results of a convolution with a system

response followed by a simple reduction similar to that

described in section 3.6 is shown in figure 5't

(reproduced from Patterson and HiIIas 1983) . It is

clear that in the range 150-300 metres the true FWHM is

not well reprcsentcd by a simple po\iüer law, although it

might be approximated to one of slope tu3.6. on the

other hand, ttre "deconvolved" FWHM masks Some features of

the true behaviour in such a vÙay as to be nearly Iinear

over the core distance range of interest with a slope

.vI.7 for the example given. Furthermore, extrapolation

to 300 metres produces a pulse width in good agreement

with the true value at that distance. Thus, for pulses

observed at small core distances, the extrapolation to

300 metres, where the observed pulse \^tidth is not much

different from the real width, fortuitously serves to

minimize any errors that may be introduced by the lack of

a full deconvofution.
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5.2 THE SIZE DEPENDENCE OF THE DEPTH OF MAXIMUM

The relationship determined by Kalmykov et al

(L979) is:

h = 17.05 - g.L7 log'r3ss Eq' 5'1
m

where h is the height of maximum in kilometres and r a o o

m

is the FWHM at 300 metres in nanoseconds. Irfore recently

the Simulations of Patterson and HiIIas (1983) have

produced:

h = 33.25 - 32.L4 log'l 3s¡ + B.0I (Iogrroo)' Eq- 5.2
m

These results are averages over several zenith angles

although Eq. 5.2 appears to be weighted towards large

angles (30" and 40") for h*>6km, while the sample used

toderiveEq.5.ldoesnotappeartocontainany

showers with h >6km.
m

. 
Figure 5.2 shows the depth of maximum as a

function of the shower size at a depth of 10309 cm 2

(equivalent to vertical sea level). A shower size

attenuation length of IB59 "*-' 
(Clay and Gerhardy,

1982a) was assumed. A pressure scale height of B.Okm

\das used, this value being consistent with both local

measurements (s. Young, private communication) and the

u.s. standard Atmosphere. The depths have been calculated

in three \^¡ays: (i) extrapolating to 300 metres using

the radial exponent of I.5 obtained in section 4-3 and

thenapplyingEq.5.l;(ii)extrapolatingusingthe

a+br2 fit from section 4.4 and Eq. 5.1; and (iii) using

a radial exponent of I.5 and Eq' 5'2' For the sake of
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clarity, error bars are not put on individual points.

The single error given for each size bin corresponds to

(i) above, but is not much different from that for (ii)

or (iii). uncertainties in core distance, shower zenith

angle and the radial exponent (assuming it is a random

rather than systematic error) lead to an additional

error of about t50g .*-t in individual depths of maximum

but this would only increase the error on the bin mean

depth of maximum by n,IOe". (The points are tabulated in

appendix I. )

Thegeneralagreementbetweentheresultsof
(i) and (ii) indicate that the radial behaviour assumed

in the extrapolation to 300 metres is not critical, although

there is a small systematic trend toward a larger

elongation rate in the latter case, i.e. using the

r = a*br2 dependence.

The disagreement between (i) and (iii)
_2

becomes significant for showers with x.<5009 cm , which

is equivalent to h*>6km for vertical showers. This

discrepancy reflects the inability of the equations to

represent high developing showers. AImost aIl the

simulated showers on which Eq. 5.I and Eq. 5.2 are

based have depths of maximum greater than 500g .*-'.

AJ_though Patterson and HiItas extend the heights of

maximum covered to above 6km by using non-verti-cal

showers, it is not clear that the apparent angular

independence they find below 6km holds at these greater

heights. For such high developing showers, with narrow
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observed pulse widths, additional uncertainties are

introduced by the pulse reduction and extrapolation

which may lead to systematic shifts in the calculated

depths of maximum. Thus, where the depth of maximum is

Iess than n,500g .^-t the numbers should be treated

cautiouslY.

Fortheremainderofthischapterthedepthof

maximum obtained using the Kalmykov equation (Eq. 5.I)

will be used. This leads to the most conservative

estimate of the elongation rate '

Fromfigure5.2itcanbeSeenthatthedepth

of maximum varies by between I30 and 1909 t^-' per

decade síze, depending on how strongly the result is

weightedtowardthecentreofthedatasample.From

Eq. 2.LO the above values lead to an elongation rate

between IB5 and 3509 "*-t 
per decade primary energy.

This range agrees well with the value obtained in

section 4.6 (Dr o = 2609 "*-') 
and confirms that the

elongation rate for showers with sea level sizes 'v106

electrons indicates a rapid change in the primary

composition or in the interaction processes. Possible

interpretations wiIl be discussed in chapter six. Before

proceeding to that, however, the data will- be examined

in more detail for signs of selection effects that may

have biased the result, and the conversion from size to

primary energy wiIl be considered'
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5.3 SELECTION EFFECTS

Since both a particle and Cerenkov trigger \^Iere

required in the experiment there will be two possible

sources of bias in the data. For example, for shower

sizes below ru5xlOs the particle array shows a selection

bias towards young (i.e. Iate developing) showers (C1ay

et aI I98I) . The Cerenkov system introduces biases

because of the timited dynamic range- Pulses are only

usefully recorded if they produce a pulse height above

the triggering level (5-I0mV) and less than the limit

of the display (BOmV). The pulse height is a function

of the primary energy, the depth of maximum and the core

distance at which the shower is observed. Complex biases

may result if the core distance at which showers of a

particular energy produce suitable Cerenkov pulse heights

corresponds to regions of poor detection probability

by the partj-cIe array-

Such biases should manifest themselves as

inconsistencies in the dependence of the depth of maximum

at a fixed sl-ze on other parameters. In particular,

effects due to array biases at small sizes should be

detectable in the zenith angle dependence since this

will involve showers with different sea leveI sizes

but having the same size at equivalent vertical sea Level

and the same mean primary energy if the sample is

unbiased. Because of the steepness of the Cerenkov light

pulse height radial distribution (tr-3 ' see section 5-4') ,
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selection biases due to the limited dynamic range should

be most obvious in the radial dependence of the derived

depth of maximum. Unfortunately, subdividing the data to

look for such dependences results in a loss of statistics

for individual points and this makes a detailed assess-

ment of any biases difficult. The approach adopted here

is to divide the data into only two subgroups in such a

way that each group contains about a half of the total

events. Even this minimal subdivision means that only

poor statistics are available in the extreme size bins

where biases might be expected to be most obvious. (The

data are tabulated in aPPendix t')

Infigure5.3athedatahavebeendivided'into

two zenith angle ranges with mean slant atmospheric

depths of 1060 and 11609 cm-2. (The bracketed point

corresponds to only three events.) The trend below 106

is ín the direction expected if the array preferentially

detects young showers at small sizes. The larger zenith

anÇle showers (smaIler observed sizes)are fluctuated

downwards relative to their near vertical equivalents,

although the extent of the difference is not great. The

difference at large sizes is unlikely to be related to

the array performance but rather to the limited dynamic

range. Nevertheless, the overall agreement is good. In

figure 5.3b, where the data are divided into core

distance ranges, âû additional set of data has been

included. (The bracketed points at 2xI0s and I'6x107
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are based on four and two showers respectively.) The

results obtained using showers in the core distance

range I2Otr<I50 metres are in surprisingly good agreement

with the results for larger core distances. The shift to

greater depths of maximum (byt'30g cm-2 ) probably occurs

because the radial exponent used to extrapolate to 300

metres is not appropriate for core distances less than

150 metres (see e.9. figure 5-I). It would seem that

even at core distances less than 150 metres the Cerenkov

pulse FWHM retains a useful sensitivity to the shower

development. Once again the overall agreement between

the different ranges is good. In view of the points for

the other two bins at 5x106, the point for 150<r<185

metres does not seem to represent a significant trend'

Although there is some suggestion of biases in

the extreme size bins, the general impression is that

the data is a representative size sample, particularly

near 10 6 particles where there is the most data and the

apparent elongation rate is greatest. Figure 5.4 shows

the depth of maximum as a function of the shower size at

equivalent vertical sea level, incorporating the

uncertainities discussed in this section. Included in

the figure are the results of Kuhlmann (Kuhlmann and

clay 1981) and Liebing (1983) . The former, being the

result of a Cerenkov lateral distribution experiment

which uses a large number of detectors, should be

relatively unbiased since in almost every event a lateral
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distribution would be obtained. The Liebing resufts are

based on cerenkov FWHM measurements using several

separated detectors which will minimize the effects of

the Iimited dynamic r¿rnge of l-he individual systems.

For shower sizes greater than 2xL0u the results of all

three experiments are in good agreement. Below that size

the data of Kuhlmann and Liebing favour a larger depth

of maximum than indicated by the current experiment,

although their results are not inconsistent given the

uncertainity range that has been estimated here. A

way in which an unbiased sample might be obtained from

the data will be discussed in the next section'

5.4 THE ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF THE DEPTH OF MAXIMUM

The primary energy is a more useful (and more

usual) parameter than the shower size in EAS studies.

In 2.L.4 it was shown that a relationship between

shower size and primary energy can be deduced from a

calibration point and a knowledge of the size dependence

of the depth of maximum. In this section the latter

information will be used initially to establish a para-

meter proportional to primary energy. Later, the

actual conversion to En will be considered'

The two characteristics of EAS that are used

to establish an energy parameter are the proportionality

of E and the size at maximum (Eq. 2.51 and the almost
p

constant attenuation past maximum. The shower size at

a fixed depth past maximum wil-] be proportional to

i

å,

p

',:

,{

Þ

I

¡

;f

t

;t
I'

!
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N (x ) and hence to E_. To minimize the amount of
p

extrapolationinvolved,thedepthforwhichthisnew
-2

size was calculated was chosen as (x*+550)g cm

This corresponds to vertical sea leveI (IO30g cm-2)

for a shower size of about 106 '

The conversion from N" to N" (x*+550) can be

performed in two ways. The first is to convert the

points from figure 5.2 directly, i'e' to convert the

average N. to an average N"(x*+550) ' Each point moves

-2
towardsN.=I0ubyanamountproportionalto(**-480)gcm

and the nett result is a non-Iinear contraction of the

horizontal scale of figure 5.2. The points obtained in

this way are the crosses in figure 5.5. The alternative

is to determin" N"(x*+550) for individual showers and

then find the appropriate means for the rebinned data.

This technique results in the squares in figure 5.5.

The only agreement between the results of the two methods

is that at 106 the depth of maximum is about 4B0g cm

(This is NOT because l-06r480 was chosen as a standard

point. )

Ifoneacceptstheconclusiontosection5.3

that the síze sample is not particularly biased and that

the depth of maximum at any size is, therefore, that

appropriatetotheaverageenergyproducingthatsíze'

the two results can only be reconciled if the energy

sample is strongJ-y biased (to beyond the extremes

índicated in figure 5.4) ' Figures 5'6a'b show the

:
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data subdivided in zenith angle and core distance ranges

aSwereusedinfigures5.3a,b.Infigure5.6ait

can be seen that there is a consistent ('v30g cm ' I

difference between the zenith angle bins - The radial

dependence in figure 5.6b is even more extreme. These

plots confirm that the biases are mainly in the energy

sample. The same sources of bias as hlere discussed in

section 5.3 wiII apply here. These biases will now be

considered quantitatively so that a Iess biased sample

can be selected- '

- In figure 5-7 N"(x*+550) is plotted as a

function of the core distance for individual showers

(r2l20m). some trends are evident. The bulk of the

data is bounded on the lower right by a line running

from the point in the top right hand corner to the point

(I70,10s). There appears to be a similar, but less weII

defined,boundaryontheupperleft.Thereisalsoa

paucity of points for sizes below 3xl0 s'

Thelowersidefeaturescanberelatedtothe

particle array performance. The spectrum of detected

shower sizes peaks at 3x10 s. Below this the effective

area rapidly decreases to zero just below 10 s' This

explains the shortage in the sample of showers with

N (x +550) <3x10 5 and also means that showers in this
e'm

region which fluctuate downward in the atmosphere'

producing larger sea level sizes, will have much greater

detection probabilities than upward fluctuating showers
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of the same energy. Above 3xl0t the collecting area

varies much more slowly \^tith size and above 106 there

is unlikely to be any significant array bias in general,

atthough some bias may exist near the edge of the

detecting area which is presumably marked by the lower

right boundarY in figure 5 '7 '

The upper left bound can be interpreted as

a limit imposed by the dynamic range of the cerenkov

system. How the effects of a limited dynamic range

can be counteracted can be considered with the aid of

figure5.BinwhichapproximateCerenkovpulseheight

distributions are given for an arbj-trary primary energy

and various depths of maximum. The distributions are

based on simulations which indicate that the Cerenkov

fl-ux lateral distribution has an approximately t-'

dependence between 150 and 300 metres (see e.g. McComb

and Turver 19BIb,- f igure 2.2 in this thesis; Hillas l982al '

The total flux has been divided by the FWHM which is

based on the Kalmykov relationship, E9' 3'5 and the

approximation that the observed FWHM ^'r (see section

4.6l.Twohorizontallinesrepresentingtheupperand

l-ower limits of the dynamic range are included in the

diagram.

Fortheexamplegiveninfigure5.Bthereis

only a narrow range (I70lrS220m) in which aII showers

(of the particular uo) are observed irrespective of

flunctuations in their depth of maximum between 300

and TOO' "*-'. 
Dynamic rang > induced biases can be
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eliminated by only considering events whose core

distance lies within the "safe" range fot the particular

energy.Acorrespondencebetweenfigure5.Bandthe

experimental situation can be established by reference

to figure 5.7 where the broken line is an estimate of the

upper dynamic range limit for most of the showers. This
_2

is assumed to correspond showers with xn,s600g cm at

106 based on the observed distribution of ** (figure 5'9) '

Thís provides a calibration point which is approximately

I0u, 125 metres and 6009 .*-'. The lower limit of the

dynamicrangehasbeenchosenaSatenthoftheupper

timit. Because the cerenkov flux at a given distance

is proportional to 
"n 

and the pulse height distributions
_3

r.- " the raclial limits vary as N" (x*+550)1/ 3 for a

fixed x
m

Array based biases were reduced by eliminating

those events whose observed size would have been below

3xl-0 u if x--<3509 "*-'. 
This removes all events with

m

N (x +550) <6xI0s and many of those above that síze,
em

depending on their zenith angle. The radial limits

imposed to minimize dynamic range bias are such that they

also eliminate most showers whose cores fall near the

array detection limit.

The foregoing considerations are not intended

to provide a rigorous set of restrictions that will lead

to an unbiased sample, but rather should be viewed as an

attempt to identify the relevant selection effects and

the areas in which they wiII be most pronounced, so
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that a less biased sample may be extracted from the total

data set. In essence, the restrictions imposed amount

to little more than eliminating those showers that Iie

neartheedgesofthedatasampleinfigure5.T.

The data were initiatly analysed with the

following constraints :

N (x +550)>6x10u "*p([sec0-1]I030/fB5) 
Eq. 5.3

e'm
and r06 (r /22013< N" (x*+550) <r06 (r /L7Ol3 Eq' 5'4

The results are shown in figure 5. I0 (the crosses) . The

data between l0 
t ' o and lO 6 ' 5 have been rebinned into

quarter decade bins to give a better spread of points.

The solid line is a smooth curve drawn through the

crosses from figure 5.5 and corresponds to the direct

conversion of the N. bins to N" (x*+550) ' In this case

the conversio,l-t of individual showers agrees \^/ell with

the bin mean conversion, unlike the case in figure 5.5.

A second, Iess stringent, radial limitation was also

used to select a data subset' It was based on the

assumption that the lower limit for x* could be raised

from 3O0g ..-' at 106 to 5009 .*-'- at IO7. Reference to

figure 5.g indicates that this is not an unreasonable

assumption. In this case the upper size limit in

Eq.5.4becomesI0u(r/L7ol4.2forr>LTOmetres.The

resultingpointsarethecirclesinfigure5.l0.The

twolowestsizepointsarenotshownastheyarealmost

exactly the same as the crosses. (As usual, the points

are tabulated in appendix 1') Once again a large

elongation rate (ru200g 
"*-'/decade) 

is apparent.
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The results di-splayed in figure 5.10 confirm

the basic validity, for this experiment, of obtaining

the energy dependence of the depth of maximum by a

direct conversion of the size binned data. Nevertheless'

it is clear that this will not be true in general but

will depend on the naturc of the selection effects

specific to a particular experiment-

Having established the dependence of the depth

of maximum on the energy parameter N"(x*+550) it is

now useful to convert that parameter to the primary

energy, E^. The later part of the shower development
v

has been measured by the method of equi-intensity cuts

and for E >1016eV the shape of the development curve
p

from 550g "*-'ao 
.v14o0g 

"*-' 
is well established, although

some doubts still exist about some absolute size

asSignments. (For Some more recent results see Danilova

et aI L977, Aguirre et aI 1979, CIay and Gerhardy l9BI

and Hara et al IgBl). The corresponding primary

energy can be calculated from the integral track

length with only minor corrections required for non-

ionization energy losses. The result is fairly model

independent although simulations are needed to estimate

the shape of the curve above 5509 "*-'. 
HiIIas (Lg75,

LgTg) has performed the necessary cal-culations and on the

basis of his results the conversion adopted here is:

E = 10 r o N (x_ +550) Eq. 5.5-pem
unless the early part of the shower development is
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radically different

uncertainty in the

30e".

from what is generally accepted, the

conversion factor is probably about

Theenergydependenceoftheclepthofmaximum

that has been determined here is shown in figure 5.11

as a shaded region rather than a set of data points

because the uncertainties discussed in sections 5.3 and

5.4 can be neither totally eliminated nor readily

quantified. The crosses in the figure are points obtained

at Akeno (Inoue et al 19BI) using the Cerenkov FVüHM

and the Kal-mykov relationship, while the circles and

squares are the results obtained by the Durham group's

Dugway cerenkov lateral distribution and pulse shape

experiments respectively (Andam et al L982, Chantler et

al 1983). The agreement between the three sets of

results are excellent above 3x10 I 6eV while at lower

energies the Akeno results give a greater depth of

maximum than do the other two experiments'

5.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter the size dependence of the

depth of maximum was obtained from the FWHM of the

Cerenkov light pulse. Different methods of extrapolating

the FWHM to 300 metres \^¡ere shown to yield essentially

the same result. The conversion from the FV'IHì4 to a

depth of maximum was performed using published results

based on shower simulations. The relationships are

generally in good agreement but there is some uncertainty
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-2for showers with x*<5009 cm . An examination of the

data indicated that there was no significant bias within

the size sample. An elongation rate of rv200g 
"*-'/decade

of energy !üas derived, in agreement with the value

derived in chapter four on the basis of simple considerations.

The knowledge of the depth of maximum enabled

a conversion between size and primary energy to be

established. The different result obtained when the

conversion \^/as applied to individual showers rather

than to mean values highlighted some sources of bias in

the energy sample, in particular the limited dynamic

range of the Cerenkov system and the fact that the

particle array is sensitive to shower size rather than

to primary energy. Although it was not clear how the

combination of those two factors would affect the results,

it was possible to identify and eliminate from the

analysis those showers most likely to be affected. The

final result \^Ias an energy depenedence of the depth of

maximum similar to that obtained more directly from the

size dependence.

In the next chapter possible interpretations

of the large elongation rate for showers with g-ttQ16eV
p

will be considered.
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5.6 POSTSCRIPT BANGALORE ICCR

Recent cerenkov rcsults from samarkand (Alimov

et aI 1983, Kalmykov et al l9B3) and Akeno (Inoue et aI

1983) presented at the Bangal-ore conference are consistent

with a mean depth of maximum of ¡'6009 
"^-'at 

IOÌ6eV.

This disagrees with the values obtained by the earlier

experiments discussed in this chapter which indicated
_2

that the depth of maximum at I0I6ev is <5009 cm . Inoue

et aI (1983) note that the interpretation of their

results is uncertain due to selection effects related

to the pulse height, pulse width interdependence.

Alimov et aI (f983) attribute the difference between

their results and those of Thornton and Clay (1979b) to

the types of biases discussed in this chapter'

In view of the examination of the data in this

chapter and the general agreement with the results of

lateral distribution experiments in which any bias would

be toward downward fluctuating showers, the author feels

that the results presented in this thesis are substantially

correct.
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CHAPTER SIX

DISCUSSION

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In chapters four and five the elongation rate

and depth of maximum were derived from the Cerenkov pulse

width for showers initiated by cosmic rays with primary

energy (E^) n,lgr 6eV. The results indicated a rapid
P

variation of the depth of maximum with energy. In this

chapter possible interpretations of this anomalously

hi.gh elongation rate will be considered. To enable the

situation to be examined in a wider context a compilation

of depth of maximum data is shown in figure 6'I'

Three distinct energy ranges are apparent'

Above IOrTeV the elongation rate (Dro) is about 70g cm-'

per decade, a value consistent with a constant composition

and only slow changes in interaction parameters such as

the proton-proton cross-section and the multiplicity.

In the decade between IG6 and 10r7eV the depth of

maximum changes rapidly, the difference over the decade

being at reast I00g cm-2 and possibty as high as I50g cm-z

Just below I0 I 6eV the situation is Iess clear although an

elongation rate of about 30g cm-2 down to I013eV would be

the most simPle fit.

Thus the large elongation rate measured in this

experiment only persists over a Iimited energy range

beginning at 'r'l0 r t'eV-



Figure 6.1 ExPlanation of sYmbols

a Antonov et al 1981; high altitude size measurements.

A Akeno Cerenkov pulse widths; Inoue et al 1981'

C Mt. Chacaltaya constant intensity cuts;Kakimoto et aI 1983-

c Gibson et al- 1981i muon angles-

K yakutsk cerenkov pulse widths,' Kalmykov et al- L979.

Haverah Park
r979.

pulse shapes; Hammond et aI 19?8 interpreted by Protheroe and TurverP

T Tornabene Ig79; lateral dj-stributions interpreted by Durham (Andam et al 1981) '

W Walker and Watson 1981; muon rise times-

X and a Dugway cerenkov lateral distributions and. pulse shapes respectively;chantl-er et al
1983.

Solid
SolÍd

points
line

This thesis.
See text.
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6.2 COMPOSITION CHANGE

Thesimplestexplanationofanunusuallylarge

elongatíon rate is a change in composition from heavy

to light nuclei. The extent of the required change can

best be estimated from the difference between the depth

of maximum extrapolated back from the region above lOITeV

and the actual value at 10Ì6eV'

Rearranging Eq . 2.8 to determine the relationship

between the depth of maximum and the composition at a

fixed energy, leads to

ATnA = Ax*/ (I-B) Xo Eq. 6.1

The elongation rate above l0r7eV suggests a value of

70g "*-'p.r 
decade for (I-B)Xo at these energies white

theextrapolation(thesolidlineinfigure6.I)
-2produces Ax*:809 cm Thus

Alogã = BO/70 = 1.14 = Iog L4'

Therefore, the change in composition required to account

for the elongation rate just above I0I6eV would be from,

Say, cNo to H or from Fe to He in just over a decade of

energy. (of course the composition need not be pure,

it could be mixed with the appropriate logarithmic mean

mass.) If the mass change is estimated from the results

of this thesis alone, a much larger change would be

required. In fact, in that case it would be difficult to

explain the result b/ith anything less than a change from

Fe to H.

II
I'

I
{

+

i

I

I
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Because the composition at low energies J-s

known (IóEÃ=O.8, see L.4.21 , the points near 2xl0tteV'

although uncorroborated, might provide some indication

of the actual composition at I016eV. Extrapolation from

these points with an elongation rate of 7Og cm-' produces

x =600q cm-2 at I0r6ev suggesting that the composition
m

atthatenergyispredominantlyFe.Furthersupport

for this interpretation can be obtained from the known

development of low energy showers in water (Jones, L9791 '

From these measurements Linsley and watson (I9BI) derive

a mean depth of maximum for I0rreV proton initiated air

showers of 2BO!20g cm-''

Extrapolating from l-0 r r to I0 r 6ev is obviously

fraughtwithdanger,butcosmicrayphysicistsarea

brave (f oolish? ) Iot. Below .r,IO r zeV the elongation rate

is less than at higher energies since the rest masses

of the particles involved become significant in comparison

with the centre of mass energy (see e.g. the simulated

depthofmaximumcurvesinAndametallg8t).Forthis

reason the extrapolation from 10 t I to I0 I 6eV is assumed

to be equivalent to only four and a half decades at the

normal elongation rate' From Eq' 6'l- one has

1"gA(IOi6eV) = [x^(H,I0 r6eV) x^(I0r6eV) ]Dro

= l28O+4.5Dro - 5001/Dro

220/Dto

value of Dro =

which suggests

.t

I

ù*

Þ

I

I

rt,

tl
Ì

'I

I
l,

I

I

l

t,

[t

Adopting

leads to

= 4.5

the previouslY used

IoõA = L.4 = log 25

-2709 cm

a heavy
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point

to an

Hovrrever,

-2cmt

:

I
I

Þ-.

'l
I
r
,],

enrichment at I016eV. (ft is perhaps

out that the 2Og qm-' uncertaintY at

uncertainty of a factor of two in the

since the bulk of the data at I0r6eV

the author feels that the mean mass

than the calculated value.) A value

8Og cm-2, as favoured bY the results

cannot be much less

greater thanof

of many calculations

(see 2.I.41 , would imply almost total Fe at I0rGeV'

The most recent calculations of the Durham group

(chantl_er et aI I9B3) also lead to that conclusion.

Thus the depth of maximum data indicate a

predominantly Fe composition at I0I6eV, changing to a

fairly tight composition (45I0) above IOl7eV'

The low energy composition has been examined in

chapter one. Below IOr2eV the Fe spectrum is not as

steep as that for H but the highest energy Fe data

(Abulova et aI I9BI, Sood 1983) suggest a steepening of

the spectrum. AIso the JACEE experiment finds no Fe

nuclei in the small sampJ-e of events with E*>101aevp

(19 events, lo@ = 0.6, Burnett et al L9B2l '

ontheotherhandrtheMarylandgroup(Goodman

et aI I979a,c, L982) find evidence for a high percentage

of heavy nuclei ( "r,40tFe) in the energy range I0 13-I0 t seV.

Their experiment is not a direct measurement of the

primary composition buL examines the arrival time

distribution of energetic hadrons near air shower cores'

I
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Calculations show that hadrons with delays >I5ns are

mostlyassociated\'Jithheavyprimaries'enablingthe

Maryland group to determine the fraction of heavy nuclei

intheprimaryfluxfromameasurementofthefraction

of d,elayed hadrons. They fit their data to two models.

In the first the index is -2.68 for I{ and -2.39 for Fe

ín the range I0r2-I01seV. This would seem to be at

variance with the abovementioned direct measurements it-

producesanFecomponentabouttwotothreetimesas

great as those experiments ' The second model has the

Samespectralindexforallcomponentsandthespectra

steepenby0.5attheSamerigidity.Thefittothis

model has an index of -2.55 steepening at l0rqV/c'

This modet has the obvious advantages that it produces

a knee in the spectrum and is easier to reconcile with

the highest energy direct composition measurements.

Themuoncomponentofanairshowerattenuates

slowly, so the sea level flux is not sensitive to the

shower development while the electron component is.

Thus the muon to electron ratio should be an indicator

of shower development and hence composition' The

relationship between NU and N. measured by Khristiansen

et al (I97I) has been interpreted in terms of an Fe

composition over the whole size range N" = IO5-I0i

(Gaisser et al I97B) . In other less direct measurements

oftheV/eparameter,Bergamascoetal(1980)find

e"r,(IO-20) at N. = 106 increasing to en'(20-30) at N. : 107

I
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whileAcharyaetal(19BI)concludethatthecomposition

is mixed at N" = IOq but possíbly becoming lighter

above N" = 4xl0s. From the observed rate of multiple

muons, Alessio et al (L979) find evidence for a

significant abundance of heavy nuclei below about l0I6ev'

diminishingathigherenergies.Comparingthemultiples

rates from the Utah and Homestake detectors with a

varietyofprimarycompositions,Elbertetal(1983)are

unable to find any composition that explains the whole

set of experimental data' although the results seem to

suggest a composition rich in heavy nuclei at l0rqeV/

nucleon and close to the low energy composition for

higher energies.

Because fluctuations in shower development

decreasewithincreasingA,fluctuationsinthev/e

ratio can provide an indication of the primary composition'

Unfortunately it requi-res only a small admixture of H

to an otherwise pure Fe composition to produce the same

fluctuations as a pure H composition' Thus' although

fluctuation studies have rejected a pure Fe composition'

the calculations of Elbert et al (1976) can fit the

observed fructuations with a composition of nearly pure

H or one with tu90s" Fe. In a more recent study of the

detaired shape of the fluctuation curve, Nikolsky et al

(I9BI)findnochangeincompositionbetweenl0I5and

l0r6eV with no more than 252 Fe'
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overall it is difficult to obtain a consistent

picture from the muon data and they do not seem to place

any serious constraints on the composition at l0t6-I0r7eV

although the results of Khristiansen et al (f97I) seem

difficult to reconcile with a lightening of the composition

in that energy range.

Evidence for the composition above 10r7ev is

scarce. WaIker and Watson (1982) find a significant

proportion of H (tu40t) from muon fluctuations but the

difficulty in deriving a composition by such techniques

has already been mentioned. The measurement by Astley

et al (I9BI) of an anisotropy out of the galactic plane

above 2xI0ttev is suggestive of an extragalactic H

composition but is not necessarily inconsistent with a

heavy galactic comPsition'

Thus,althoughthereisSomeevidenceagainst

a change of composition from predominantly Fe at I016eV

to a lighter composition above a few times fgttev, this

interpretationofthedepthofmaximumdataisnot

unreasonable. Figure 6 '2 outlines two feasible

scenarios capable of producing the required composition

at l0r6eV and above from the known low energy composition.

case I is perhaps best described as a hybrid between the

two Maryland models discussed earlier. Most species have

an j_ndex at low energies of -L.7 except Fe with an index

of -1.53, this being about as flat as the direct measure-

ments would allow (c.f. figure L'21 All indices steepen
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to -2.3 at a rigidity of  xlg"V/c. The break in the

spectrum was placed at that rigidity so that the Fe

spectrum would steepen at I0r6eV, while the post break

slopewaschosentoensurethattheFecomponentwould

not be a significant fraction of the aII particles

spectrum at a few times I0r7eV. An additional H

component was then added in at high energies to produce

the required change in mass, âs weII as providing a match

to the aII particles spectrum. case 2 díffers in that

theFespectrumisassumedtosteepentothesameslope

as the other components above I013eV. The same high

energy H component is used in this case because, although

thefittothetotalspectrumisnotasgood'the

appropriately modified H spectrum does not produce the

requiredmasschange.Thereare,ofcourse,sufficient

freeparametersthatonecouldadjusttoproducethe

desired result but the main purpose here is merely to

indicate that a reasonable range of extrapolations from

thelowenergydatacanproduceasufficientlyheavy

composition at I016eV that a mass change above that

energycanbeconsistentwiththeelongationrate.In

case I the logarithmic mean mass changes from 1.5 at

l016eV to 0.5 at 3xI017, while in case 2 the change is

f rom I. 3 to 0 . 3. Theref ore these models \^Iould reproduce

the observed features in the depth of maximum plot

(figure 6. f) above l0 I 6eV'
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As was discussed in chapter one, the increasing

anisotropy above l0raeV and the knee in the spectrum at

t3xI0tteV are often interpreted as being associated with

arigiditydependentleakageofcosmicrays.Thismodel

also leads naturally to the predominantly heavy composition

at l0r6eV deduced from the depth of maximum data.

However, to explain the elongation rate above 10I6eV in

terms of a mass change requires Llne ad hoc addition of

a light component that becomes dominant above I0r7eV'

The idea that the highest energy cosmic rays are

extragalactic in origin is not new it does not seem

feasible that I0'oeV cosmic rays can be accelerated or

confinedwithinourgalaxybuttheenergyatwhichthe

changeover from galactic to extra-galactic sources

occurs is open to debate (see e.9. HiIIas I9B2b). If

the elongation rate measured here is the result of a

mass change it would be evidence of a different, although

not necessarily extra-galactic, source becoming dominant

at tu10 I 7eV.

6.3 NEW INTERACTION PHENOMENA

Clearly one could alter the spectra in

figure 6.2 to delay the need for an additional component

until at least I0leev (e.g. case 2, but wíth a smaller

change of slope). One would then require a change in

particle interactions to produce the observed variation

in depth of maximum with energy at 1616-10lt't"V. The
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typeofchangesrequiredareoutsidetheScopeofany

reasonable extrapolation of current accelerator data

and thus this line of argument is largely speculative.

However,thereisevidenceinthecosmicray

data that new phenomena may become important for

Ep
>I0raeV. For example, there are the previously

mentioned centauro events (Lattes et aI l-973) in which

littleornoenergygoesintotheelectromagnetic

component, the Tien-shan "long flying" component of slow

attenuating hadrons (Yakovlev et al 1979) or the evidence

of the Maryland group (Goodman et aI L979c) based on

excessively delayed hadrons (>30ns) for the existence of

relatively stable massive particles. Kakimoto et aI (1983)

also suggest the existence of a massive long-lived particle

to reconcile the differences between the electron and

muondevelopmentsmeasuredatMt.Chaca]-taya.(The

paperbyCapdevielleetalLgs2isausefulreferenceto

theevidencefor,andpossibleinterpretationof,these

unusual Phenomena- )

There are two ways to explain the depth of

maximum change, depending on whether one considers

the d.evelopment at 10 16eV or above lor7eV to be "normal"'

If the depth of maximum at I016eV is what one woul-d

expect from the composition at that energy and current

interactionmodelsronecouldarguethatthesene\^/

phenomenarbydelayingthetransferofenergyfromthe
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hadronic to the electromagnetic component' cause an

increase in the depth of maximum as they become the

dominant processes above I0l0eV. Alternately, one may

consider the development at l0Ì6eV to be abnormally

early. One would then require that just beyond the

threshold for these ne\^t processes they absorb most of

the primary energy and that the subsequent transfer of

that energy to the electromangetic component is so slow

as to be negligible. In this case, the development of

the electromagnetic component would be similar to that

of a shower of much lower primary energy'

Adetailedknowledgeofthedepthofmaximum

data below I016eV would help make a choice between the

two interaction possibilities. A smooth variation with

energy would be consistent with the former (and also

with the changing composition interpretation), while the

Iatter should produce a downward step at the threshold

for the new Processes'

6.4 coNCLUSION

Theenergyvariationofthedepthofmaximum

determined in the current experiment for E-^'10Iu-I0r7eVp

hasbeencombinedwithothermeasurementstoprovidea

consistent picture of the depth of maximum up to 'vlgreeV'

The large elongation rate measured between 1016 and

I0r7eV is found not to persist beyond a few times IOr7eV'

Two interpretations of this phenomenon were considered'
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Thefirstrequiredachangeoftheprimarycomposition

from predominantly heavy nuclei at I016eV to a dominance

of protons at a few tímes 1017eV. The required composition

at I0I6eV is not inconsistent with the known composition

up to l0IaeV although it might require a flatter iron

spectrum above 10I3eV than is generally expected. The

changetoalightcompositionwouldrequireane\^JSource

of cosmic rays to become dominant above l0I7ev. The

second interpretation invokes new interaction phenomena

for E ¡,I016eV. Although evidence exists in the cosmic
p

raydatafortheexistenceofnewprocessesthatcould

alter the development of air showers, this possibil-ity

can only be considered in a qualitative manner. The

true explanation may well involve both factors'
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7.r

CHA PTER SEVEN

SINGLE DETECTOR DETERMINATION OF SHOWER SIZE

INTRODUCTION

Linsley (I983) has recently proposed a

relatively Iow cost technique that could increase the

collecting area of a simple particle array for high

energyshowers.Themethodinvolvesmeasuringthe

particle density at essentially only one poi'nt per

showeranddeterminingthecoredistance,andhence

shower size, from the pulse width. In practice several

spaced detectors would be employed to obtain directional

information as well. It was decided to use the data

obtained in the experimental work of this thesis to

investigate the use of the cerenkov pulse in a similar

way.

7.2 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

Initiallyonlylargecoredistances,wherethe

radial behaviour of the cerenkov light can be described

by simple functions, wiII be considered. The applicabilíty

of the technique at smaller core distances wiII be

examined later.

At large core diStances the radial behaviour

of the FWHM can be represented by a power law' For a

givenexperimenttheexponent(n)witl'tosomeextent'
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bedeterminedbythebandwidthofthesystemandthe

degree of compensation' For example' the observed

pulses in this experiment have ntul and the reduced

pulses have n : I.5, while for unlimited bandwidth n will

be even larger (see section 5.I) . The FVTIHM is also

dependent on the depth of maximum. The Kalmykov equation

(Eq. 5.I) is

h = 17.05 - 9.L7 log'r¡oo km
max

Substitutingthisintoanexponentialatmosphereofthe

form

\^/ith h

x = xoexp (-hlho)

= Bkm gives

X*crêXP (-9. ITlogr ¡ o o / B)

xm o('rsoo ¡t/'

o

or

Thus, the dependence of r on r and x, can be written as

ntTGf Xm

The total flux (0) at these core

proportional to Primary energY (

(see section 5-4), so that

.haE r-2*p

In principle , if 0 and r are both measured'

onecaneliminatetheunknowncoredistanceandobtain

E .Orz/n*^-4/n
p

FromthemeasurementofQand.latasingtelocation,one

distances is aPProximatelY
-2E ) and varies as r

p



can derive a parameter (f ) such that

t] = ¿.,r'/n E x -)/n
J r _ 

f m

With nrl.5 and, fot example, variations in
_) 2

2O0g cm-' about a mean of 6009 cm , the *.

would introduce a factor of nearly two into

of E from f (and a factor of q,1.5 into
p

t from r). Because the x* dependence of

direction as the resultant variation in

size, it is useful to examine f in terms

The exPected dePendence of N"

form

maxrmum.

100.

Eq. 1 .1

xof
m

dependence

the estimation

estimation of

is in the same

l-eveI shower

x is of the
m

angular

(and hence

to maintain

any

f
sea

of

on

N e

N o[ exp(x /x')epm
where À is the typical shower attenuation length. Eq. 1.L

can then be rewritten as

f tuNeexp (-**/ À)**u / Eq. 7 '2

The minimum xm dependence will occur for ðf/à**:0 which

requires n = AÀ/xm. Using À - l85g "*-' 
and x*'v500g cfr- t

which is typical for the showers in the data sample,

leads to n=1.5. Thus, if the reduced F!ìIHM, which has a

radial exponent of I.5, j-s used as t in the determination

of f the result should be a good measure of the shower

size with only a minimal dependence on the depth of

The Parameter f will also have some

dependence. For a constant height of maximum

inE pr) the increase (and hence 0) necessary
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a constant Ieads to

dlnf -dcos0

(In this chapter the only shower size referred to is the

sea level size, i. e. Ne (s. 1. ) in the terminology of

chapter four. For simplicity this size wiII be designated

N" throughout this chapter ' ) For values typical of
-2 -'l

this experiment (*mt500g cm ' *o : r030q cm ' hn"6km'

sec0',,1.07) Eq. 7 -3 reduces to

Alogf ':-0 ' 6Acos0

which is clearly a small factor for the range of angles

of the observed showers (n'0"-40" so that cose=0'910'I) '

The angular effect will be less for showers with greater

x . Therefore, for convenience, the angular dependence
m

will be ignored in the following section, although,

since 0 is an easily determined ground parameter,

allowance can be made for it if warranted'

7.3 E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Forcomparisonwiththemeasuredshowersíze,

f was defined as

f : $1r'3

The reduced FhlHM, 'r, is given by Eq' 3'5 except for

observed FWHM<7ns in which case the observed FWHM is

assumed to be 6ns. This is done because for values of

the FWHM close to the system response value of 5.3ns '

the FWHM is not very sensitive to core distance and

because the rounding off in measuring to the nearest

half nanosecond produces meaninglessly large variations.

N
e

x* ( sec0+h/ho) / À-xosec' 0 / x Eq. 7 .3
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in the reduced FWHM. Thus, if the FWHM \^/as measured

aS5.5,6.0or6.5nsavalueof6nswasusedinEq.3.5.

The flux Ø was approximated as the product of the observed

FWHM (in ns) and the pulse height (in mv) rather than

by a proper integration'

In figure 1 -I f and N. are shown as functions

of each other for rì125m. The difference between the

two sets arises as a result of differences in the

distributions of the data points with respect to the

two variables. Nevertheless, in both cases, for large

forNethedataareconsistenth/iththeexpectedslope
of unity. The deviation at low values seems to be caused

by the observational cutoff for both variables (at

.r,lOs for Nu and t2xl02 for f). The data \dere restricted

to ¡2-L25m rather than SâY, observed FWHMì7ns (which is

similar) , to minimize such effects. It is not surprising

that the f binned data show a greater deviation since

anextrapolationbackfromthehighvalueswould

intercepttheN"cutoffmuchearlierthanthefcutoff

(i.e.theN"cutoffisthedominantrestriction).

Figure 7.2 shows the ratio f/m" as a function

of core distance. The shape inside I00 metres reflects

the average lateral distribution function since the

FWHM is insensitive to core distance in this range.

Althoughfwasderivedfromconsiderationsappropriate

tolargecoredistances(r>I50m)itisclearthatin
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SEA LEVEL SH0\^/ER SIZE

The relationship between the size parameter f
and the measured shower size-
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this case it can be used at smaller distances wíthout

modifications. Major discrepancies (compared to the

inherent scatter of the data) only arise near the shower

axis where the collecting area is minimal'

Sourcesofexperimentalerrorcontributing

to the scatter in /'/N" include variations in the system

gainduetochangesinthephotomuttipliervol.tageand

temperature (tt308), photoelectron statistics affecting

both the measured pulse, height (lroa) and width ('''I08

in the observed \,üidth and ",20t in the reduced width),

differing pulse shapes not allowed for by the simple

calculation of the flux (perhaps rv2OZ\ , zenith angle

affects(tIO9")andtheuncertaintyinthemeasuredsize

(n,10s).Sincethetotalofallthesewouldproducean

error of a factor of about l. 5 in the ratio f/Ne, it seems

that the observed scatter, typically a factor of 2-2\'

indicates underlying physical uncertainties'

Thus,itispossibletodeterminetheshower

size from a single Cerenkov light pulse if both the

pulse area and wídth are measured' For the showers

examined here a standard deviation of about 2L times was

obtained but a higher degree of accuracy should be

attainable if a less superficial examination of the

relationship between the cerenkov lateral distribution'

thepulsewidthradialdistributionandtheshowersize

is made.
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7.4 COLLECTING AREA

The collecting area of such a cerenkov system

will be determined by the minimum pulse height that can

be clearly detected above the background sky noise- For

a given shower size, the flux decreases as about ,-'

while the pulse \^/idth increases as about r' ' (The

measurements of Kalmykov et aI L971, L979 show that

these approximations are valid out to ^'Ikm') The

pulse height wiII then vary as t-' , so that the limit

of detection for showers will increase as *ut/q and the

corlecting area as *"t/'.

Thedataindicatethatrfortheconditions

of this experiment, showers with N""'10 6 can be comfortably

¡

¡

,t

{
'I

I
i'

ì

I

i

I
Å,,

p

detected out to 1200

n,lO sm 2 aL thi s si ze .

area should be tul0km

area LinsleY exPects

of scintillator.

metres giving a collecting area

Hence f or Ne"'rO r 0 the corlec.ting

This is similar to the cotlecting

to obtain at l0 2 oeV bY using Amz

7.5 CONCLUSION

It has been shown that the shower sLze can

be determined from a single cerenkov light pulse. If,

aS seems l-ikely, this technique can be extended to much

Iarger shower sizes than were examined here, it would

provide a simple method of obtaining a large collecting

area for the highest energy showers' However' unless

the collecting area estimated in section 1.4 is grossly
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underestimated, the running time restrictÍons inherent

in atmospheric cerenkov measurements are tikely to

make such a system non-competitive with particle

detection systems utitizíng the same basic concepts.

I
A,

F
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS

THE DEPTH OF MAXIMUM

lT

t
¡!
ti

,'

I
I

I

I

IThis thesis was based on an experiment to

determine the depth of maximum of extensive air showers

from the width of the associated Cerenkov light pulse'

EarIy results established the sensitivity of the pulse

,r,/idth to shower development (Thornton and CIay I9'l8a,b,

L979al. The relationship between the pulse width and

height of maximum then published by Kalmykov et aI (L979\

enabled the depth of maximum to be determined explicitly'

The results showed that the depth of maximum changed

rapidlY with size near N"

1981) . Símilar results \^/ere subsequently obtained by

other research groups (Inoue et aI l9BI, Andam et aI

LgB2, Chantler et al 19B3) and by independent experiments

at Buckland Park (Kuhlmann and cl.y, 19BI, Liebing 1983) '

However, the situation below N"'r'Sxlo s is not

clear since such showers are near the lower threshold of

the abovementioned experiments. Although it has been

demonstrated in chapter five that the pulse width is

sensitive to shower development at core distances as

small as L2O metres, the extension of the cerenkov

technique to significantly smaller sizes wiII almost

certainlyberestrictedtothemeasurementofits

t'
ö'

Ë I
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Iateral distribution. A knowledge of the variation of

depth of maximum with energy to as low as IOI"ev,

where the composition is known, might give some indication

as to whether the features near I0I6eV are due to a

change in composition or to the onset of ne\^I interaction

phenomena.

8.2 SINGLE DETECTOR SIZE DETERMINATION

The data hlere also used to investigate a

technique of determining the shower stze from

measurements made with a single detector. Although the

results $rere interestitg, it was not clear that cerenkov

light measurements would have advantages over particle

measurements using a similar technique. However, a more

thorough examination of the technique (its accuracy,

collectingareaandcost)atenergiesmuchhigherthan

availableinthisexperimentwouldberequiredto

deterrnine the relative merits of the cerenkov light

and particle sYstems.

l

þ
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APPENDIX I

DATA TABLES FOR CHAPTERS FOUR AND FIVE

ure 4.L 5.10 s su <2.106
e

r 2L 39 63 BB II5 I3B 16I 186 2IT 233

FWHM 2.2 2.0 1.5 2.0 3-0 3.9 4.8 5-7 7-4 r0'6
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Fiqure 4.2 5.10 t =r.<2. l0 6
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Fi ure 4. 3a N <7.r05
e
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Fiqure 4.3b 3.lou=*".3.r06
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APPENDIX 2

DE RIVATIONS USED IN CHAPTER FOUR

I. DETERMINATION OF THE ER FROM O, AND

Assume that the FVIHM, r, is just a function of

the height of maximun, h, but can also be represented

as a function of N" and cosO as discussed in section 4.2.

That ís

r (h).r, (cos0 ) 
oN"ß

Thus (òr / àcos0 ) = (ðt / òh) ( ðh/ ðcos0 )

and (â'rlâN") = (ãrlàh) (ah/aNe)

Therefore

(â'rlah) = crr (âh/ðcos0)-t /cos0 = ßr (ah/aN") t /N.

so that a(âh/âcos0)-tlcos0 = ß(ãh/an")-7x"

Now h = -hoIn (xcos 0 /xo) /cos0

and (ah/acos0) = holn(xcos 0/xo) / (cos0)'-hol (cos0¡ t

and ( Ah/ ANe) = ( ðh/ ãx¡ ( ôx/ ãlnN") ( âInN"/ ðNe)

= [-ho / (xcos o)] ( âxl àrnN.) /Ne

Substituting Eq.B and C into Eq'A leads to

*rr= ( ¿x/ðInN") = x(In(xolxcosO)+Il ß/a

From 8q.2. ro N^rE^ +DelÀ
ep

so *r, = (axlaInN") = 13x/aInEn) (âInEn/âInN.)

= De/ (l+De/À)

or L/xn = I/o.+I/X

Therefore Dr o = 2'3/ (I/xn-I/À)

Eq. A

Eq. B

Eq. c

Eq.4.I

8q.4.2



2 ZENITH ANGLE DE PENDENCE FOR N AND N sl)

The value of o¿ obtained using the measured

shower size, Ne(sI)r differs from that obtained using

the síze extrapolated. to a fixed depth. For clarity

call the former or. Then

FWHMtu (cos0 ) 
oN.ßn, 

1cos0) 
o tN" 

(sr¡ ß

and N" (sl) tuNeexP ('xo/ Àcos0)

(ät/äcos0) = or/cos0 = crr'r/cos0* (cos0) 
ot 

(ðNe (sl)

o¿ 
r'r /cos gt Sx o / Àcos 0

so cr = crl+gxo/Àcos0

115,

ß /ðcos0)
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APPENDIX 3 and

APPENDIX 4

(see pocket on the back cover of the thesis)
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Development of Atmospheric Cosmic-Ray Showers

Greg Thornton and Roger CIay
Physics Defortment, tJniaersity of Adelaide, Adetaide, South Austral,i.a 5000, Australia

(Received 19 June 19?9)

The depths of shower maximum of cosmic-ray showers have been determined in the
sea-level size range 10t.N, < 10? with use of atmospheric cherenkov techniques. The
mean depth has been found to increase rapidly in the middle of this range, suggesting a
change in the mean primary composition from heavy to light nuclei.

Studies of the longitudinal development of cos-
mic-ray extensive air shor,vers can give inJorma-
tion on the energy spectrum and composition of
the primary particles and also enable us to in-
vestigate some of the basic parameters of parti-
cle interactions at energies not yet available at
accelerators. Unfortunately, in interpreting the
outcome of any experiment there is often uncer-
tainty in separating out the effects of all the poor-
Iy known parameters. However, these difficul-
ties are less critical near the shower maximum,
and the most basic and useful shower measure-
ments are then those which aim to determine and
interpret the electron number at shower matd-
mum and the atmospheric depth at which it oc-
curs. We therefore wish to discuss the way in
which interesting astrophysical and particle prop-
erties influence the depth of electron maximum
observed in our eryeriments.

Early stages of air-shower development depend
critically on the initial primary-particle interac-
tion mean free path, tlte interaction inelasticity,
and secondary-particle multiplicity. AIso, the

inelasticity and multiplicity of the secondary-
pion (etc.) interactions and the development of
the electromagnetic cascadesr are important.
Exceptionally early shower development ca¡ be
caused by a short initial mean free path, a high
inelasticity, or a high multiplicity. It can also
be associated with a high-atomic-number pri-
mary particle which is expected'to have a short
mean free path and a relatively high initial mul-
tiplicity.z These early stages are difficult to ob-
serve and their interaction parameters are often
studied by interpreting observations of the depth
in the atmosphere of shower maximum as a func-
tion of shower size. Ideally, this is measured
by the elongation rate (rate change in depth of
shower maximum for a factor-of-ø change in pri-
mary-particle energy) and the absolute depth of
shower maximum for one given primary energy.
Linslef has shown that, with general arguments
and few assumptions aþout particle physics, for
a const¿nt primary-particle composition the
elongation rate (X") is bounded from above by
the characteristic length of cascade theory, X"

"í-I
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Seo IeveI shower size

FIG. 1. The measured relationship between the depth of air-shower maximum and sea-Ievel shower size. The
filled circles are our data. Open óircles are Cherenkov observations of Ref. 8. The stippled band is a Cherenkov
result from Ref. 12. The crosses are direct airplane observations of Ref. 13. The lines correspond to simple mod-
el relationships for proton primarÍes (dashed line) and iron primaries (dot-dashed line) as described in the text.
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The proton shower has its maximum - U0 g
cm-2 closer to sea level than the iron bhower,
and hence wilt have a sea-level size gieater by

= exP(tZ O/ 200) = 2.3.

Thus we know the relationship betwee¡l the sea-
level sizes and also between the depthd of maxi-
mum for the two shoïrers. It can be shown that
the change of X- with a factor of ¿ in r{, fo" a
particular primary species is

38 g cm-2 in air), and is most probably - (1

B)X", where B is the eryonent of tåe pion mul-
rlicity formula lmútiplicity cc (energy)¡, with
s 0.5; scaling models predict multiplicity
LnE, with a low effective value for B].
We have demonstrated4,s that the full width at
If maximum (FWHM) of the atmospheric Cher-
kov-light pulse from extensive air showers is
nongly dependent on the sea-Ieve1 size QVr) for
- 106 showers. ltlVe have also shown6.7 that cal-
Iations relating FrtrHM to the height of shower
rximum indicate a rapid increase in depth of
ower ma¡rim"m [x. (g cm-')] withNr's over
r range of observation (ltrÉNeÉ 10?). The
rresponding elongation rate is - 60 g cm-2. Be-
use this is significantly greater than the maxi-
rm e:pected from any conventional shower mod-

'vre are led to e¡ramine the possibility of a
ange in chemical composition over our observed
ze range.
Let us consider in a simple way the shower de-
lopments for dilferent primary nuclei using
: cosmologically significant nuclei of iron and
otons as two species to be compared. We wish
e:ra.mine their variation of depths of shower
ximum with observed sea-level size. rvVe as-
me an increase inX, of 75 g cm-2 (Xr) pe"
cade ofprimary energy for both species (see,

¡., Kalmykov et aI .)8. The mean free path of
L0r6-eV primary iron nucleus in aire is talen
be 14 g cm-2 and that of a 1016-eV protons is
ien to be 55 g cm-z. The shower attenuation
rCth 0) is assumed to be 200 g cm-z (see, e.g.,
hton ¿f a/.lo). With the understanding that the
¡del is crude, we use the common approxima-
n that the iron-induced shower develops at 56
lependent showers after the first interaction.
i.s also assumed that, to a first approximation,
rwer size at ¡naximum is proportional to the
imary energy. For a 1G6-eV iron nucleus,

X * = X o+ L4 +7 5 10910(106/b6)

=.Xo+ 333 g cm-2;

a 1016-eV proton,

X-=Xo+ 55 +75 lo9ro(106)

=Xo+ 505 g cm'2.

r the purposes of this calculation, Xo is an
litrary constant and will depend critically on
eraction multiplicities, etc" The assumption
a common Xo is similar to assuming independ-
; nucleon interactions after the first nucleus
eraction.

change inN" by a factor of ¿. We will [ow com-
pare these changes inX. withN, to thdse ob-
t¿ined when X, is derived from the Cherenkov
FItrHM.

The data were recorded during 19?8 änd 19?9
at the sea-level Buckland Park air-shiwer arraytt
with use of a Mullard XP2040 photomulrliplier and
a Tektronix 7912 transient recorder in the non-
store mode. The system FWHM of 5.3 ns was
removed from the dat¿ rmder the assruhption that
the system FWHM and the signal FÌffHM add in
quadratr:re.? A total of 31? events in tüe core

As with Linsleyrs this shor¡Id be 
= 

32 g cm'/

server (Il-) was derived with use of
H*=17.05 - 19.17logro(rroJ km.

,",=(+. *)-'

,," ,
ns of
erva-

tions of Antonov and lvanenko.rs Near N" = 106,
we find X"'- 60 g ch-z, which is much þreater
than the 32 g cm-z, derived above, imqlyings
that more is probably needed than merely a
change in the particle-interaction mechanism.

The two lines in Fig. 1 are from the Jbove cal-
culations with use of Xo=100 g cm-2 unàer the
assumption and that for a 1016-eV primàry pro-
ton shower Na = 1.5 x 1ff. These are in i"easonable
agreement with calculations presented üy Dixon
and Turver.rn It can be seen that the eþerimen-
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tal data match the iron line at N,- 10s' but at N,
- 10? they fit the proton line much better. AI-
though X. is changing rapidly with N" near N,
- 106, the data of Kalmykov et a1.8 indicate that
this trend does not continue past a few times lff.
For small shower sizes there is some suggestion

that the rate again decreases and the direct air-
plane observations of Antonov and lvanerikor3 tend

to conÍirm this opinion. We therefore believe
that the eryerimental results are consistent with
a changing primary composition with increasing
energy from "iron" to "protons" for showers
with sea-Ievel sizes - 108 particles.

Enperiments by other workersls are in the main

consistent with early development at - 10rs eV
primary energy. However, interpretations of
the observations in terms of composition are not

consistent. The observations usually cited as

the strongest evidence of a nonheavy ñuclear com-
position at the lower energies are those concern-
ing fluctuations in the muon- to electron-shou¡er
size ratio at sea level.l6 These fluctuations
should mirror large fluctuations in the depth of
shower ma:rimum such as those associated with
lar ge - interaction-mean-free -path proton pri -
maries. However, these e4erimental observa-
tions are mainly for showers with sizes above

N,- 108 and the observations may be consistent
with fluctuations due to a composition change in
this sea-Ievel size Ìange. Vernov et aI .t5 lnve
demonstrated that the observed muon- to elec-
tron-shower size ratio atNr- 105 is compatible
with iron primaries in that size range even with
the slowly developing showers derived with use

of the scaling model of nuclear interactions but
they also claim that complete agreement with ex-
periment is not possible at any energy with a

scaling model since high interaction multiplici-
ties are needed if observations of high-energy
hadrons are to be erplained. Ouldridge and HiI-
lasl have disputed the latter suggestion and shown

that a development of a scaling model for shower

development and a mainly proton composition
with energy-dependent hadron cross sections can

e:plain most observations above - 1016 eV. The
remaining problem has been that the observations
of Antonov and Ivanenkort have not been fitted into
an accepted scheme of shower development.

Our tlata, together with those of Antonov and

fvanenkorr3 strongly suggest that development is
early for showers with sea-level sizes of - 105

and that the development becomes "normaf' for
showers above - 5x1ff thus suggesting that a
corresponding composition change occurs in this

t624
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size region from predominantly heavy (iron) pri-
maries to mainly proton primaries. This change
occurs at the same sea-Ievel size as the well-
known break in the sea-Ievel shower-size spec-
truml? which has speculatively been associated
by Karakula, Osborne, and WdowczykLs with an

end to a primary component associated with pul-
sar acceleration.

This work was supported by the Australian Re-
search Grants Committee.
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ERRATA

DE\æI,OPMENT OF ATMOSPITERIC COSMIC-

RAY SHOWERS. Greg Thornton and Roger CIay

irrryt. n"o. L"tt. !-L 1622 (19?9)I

The data in f ig. 1 were analyzed using an at-
nospheric scale height which was too low. The

corrected figure (anafyzed with a scale height of

S.0 km) is given below.
This scale-height revisiou wa-s made in re-

sponse to criticism by K. J. O¡ford 3"d X. E. I\¡r-
,., [piry". Rev. Lett. 44, 959 (1980)J. A fiùl re-
sponse witl be published elses'here.

The new Refs. 19-24 given below shor¡ld be ap-

pnded to the original tist of references.

o¿ l06

Seo level shower size

t¡G. f . Tbe measured relationship between tbe depth
of air-shos,er maximunr and sea-level shog'er size.
l\ìere results have been gilen in terms of primar)' en-
tr6r', the relationshlp

se¡-level size - þrinrarl' energ¡') x 10-16

!¿s been used. This is derited from our measured
I!".0u'er-size spectrs aud primar-r'-energJ (Ref. l9) spec-
trf. Crosses, our pr€sent Cherenliov obsen'ations;
solid c¡rcle6, data fron: the Cherenkov observaLions of
l.alnr-rkov el ¿l . (Ref. 20)¡ open squares. dats, from the
Cherenkov observatlons of Hsmmond ¿l ¿t. (Ref. 2Ì).
lhe solid square, alrplane partìcle datum of Antonov
cl a . (Ref. 22) inte¡preted b-\' \\ratson and Llnslej' (Ref.
]jl. oIæn circle, I nìeslì r'alue derived from our early
Chcrenkov data (Ref. 2Ð.
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Development of atmospheric cosmic-ray showers. II
Greg Thornton and Roger Clay
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(Received 18 August 1980)

In a recent paper Orford and Turver criticized one of our previous papers which had concluded that a change in
cosmic-ray primary mass composition was required in the energy range 10rs to 1017 eV. It is suggested here, in reply,
that the inconsistencies and shortcomings claimed by Orford and Turver are largely not substantiated in the light of
available information and that, in the absence of new ideas, the original conclusions are valid.

In a recer¡t paperr we offered evidence for a
change in the primary cosmic-ray chemical com-
position between 1015 and 10r? eV per nucleus.
The basis for our claim was the variation with
sea-Ievel shower size of the depths of cosmic-ray
extensive-air-shower (EAS ) maxima inferred
from the measured time fuII width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) of the atmospheric ðerenkov radia-
tion signal in individual showers measured with a
single detector. The depths of maxima of EAS,s
are expected to depend on the nuclear physics of
the shower cascade process and also on the com-
position of the initiating particle. It is thought
that progressive changes in the nuclear physics,
combined with changes in total shower energy,
cause the depth of maximum to increase progres-
sively with increasing initiating particle energ.y
for a fixed composition. However, if the depth of
maximum changes rapidly with increasing shower
energy (often measured by the number of par-
ticles at sea level, the shower size), the pre-
ferred explanation is probably a change in primary
composition. This change in depth with energy
(the elongation rate) appears consistent with a
fixed composition above sea-level shower sizes
of -107 particles (about 10r? eV primary energy)
but we offered evidence for a very rapid change
in the hpo size decades below this. Orford and
Turverz of the Durham group have recenfly sug-
gested that this conclusion is invalidated by in-
consistencies and errors in that work.

The criticisms of Orford and Turver are in four
broad categories: They regard our assumptions
on the form of the dependence of the ðerenkov
FWHM with distance from the shower core as in-
correct. They believe it is hard to do our experi-

AY I

ment. They feel we have used an inadequate model
of the atmosphere. They believe the data we pre-
sented are in conflict rvith a datum previously pub-
lished by ourselves. We feel their points are in-
teresting and believe there is substa¡ce in their
criticism of our atmospheric model, a criticism
that we have previously made ourselves.

The problem of the dependence of the FWHM on
shower-core distance (r) is of central importance
in the use of ðerenkov FWHM techniques in air-
shower physics. The reason for this is that, in
the data-analysis process, experimental data
usually have to be standardized to a convenient
reference core distance, Theory can be developed
with most confidence at the larger core distances
and a distance of 300 m from the core is now nor-
mally3 chosen as a useful compromise for stand-
ardizing data and also comparison with theory.
The problem for the experimentalist is then to
determine a proper method of sta¡rdardizing the
data to a core dista¡ce of 300 m. This problem
is particularly important to us since we have
chosen to study the interesting enerry region
around 1016 eV primary particle energy where
the air shou/ers are small and consequently we
have little data at such large core distances. Ex-
trapolation is therefore necessary. It is usual
to assume a functional form for the dependence of
FWHM on core distance and two forms have been
used by ourselves and others. These are either

FWHM=crn (1)

or

FWHM= a+brz. (Z)

Either of these expressions cari be an adequate
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)presentation of the same theoretical or experi-
ental data, depending on the range of the vari-
rles being considered and the uncertainties in
Lem.

The former functional form has been used mainly
/ ourselves and the Moscow3 group and the latter
ainly by the Durhama group. Here the values of
b, c, and, n ate to be determined. The usual

lsumption is that a, b, artd z are functions of
rower development through dependence oÍLH^,
Le shower height of maximum (usually expressed

70

60

100 200 300 400
Core distonce (m)

FIG. 1. Some representative data showing the depen-
nce (theoretical a¡rd experimenta-l) of the atmospheric
rrenkov pulse FWHM for a system with a¡ ideal re-
onse on shower-core dista¡ce over the core-distance
nge relevant to the Adelaide observations. Crosses:
ùculations by Gaisser et al. Bef.10) for a 5 x 1018-eV
on primary observed at sea level. Open circles: Cal-
lations by Gaisser et at. gef.10) for a 101?-eV iron
'imary observed ât sea level. Open squares: Observa-
rns by Andam et al. (Pref.9) made at a high altitude
te. The system FWHM (6.7 ns) has been removed on
e assumption that it had added in quadrature with the
gnal. Dashed line: Experimental relationship obtained
r large sea-level showers by Hammond et al. (Fref , 4\.
re system FWHM Gef. 11) (18 ns) has been removed
L the assumption that it had added in quadrature with
e signal. Solid lines are added to open circles a¡d
'osses for clarity.
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in km above the observer). The appropriate value
of ,4 is clearly important and is the subject of
much of the criticism made by Orford and Turver.
The Soviet groups find a value of 1.6 [later revised
to 1.? (Ref . 6)] as a useful experimentally based
value for them at larger core distances and shoriler
energies. We? find that a value of 1.4+ 0.2. fits our
data as a best estimator for the FWHM at 300 m
(from a multiple regression analysis). It is diffi-
cult to compare our data with Durham experiments
since both we and the Soviet group use an estimate
of the value of the measured FWHM after removal
of the instrumental impulse response (þ assuming
that instrumental response and light pulse shape
had added in quadrature3'7'8) and the Durham group
display their data without any such subtraction.
We have, however, taken some recent Durham
datae (measured at their Duryay field station) and
subtracted (in quadrature) their published impulse
response to produce the data (with error bars) in
Fig. 1. A power-Iaw form appears reasonable
with a value of n of. -0.9 being appropriate. This
is of interest in demonstrating the reasonableness
of a power-law form but the value of rL cannot be
directly compared with the other data since the
Duguray array is at a different altitude from the
others. Figure I also includes data presented by
Hammond et al.a from e sea-Ievel erçeriment with
a system FWHM of 18 ns.rr Again we have re-
moved the system FWHM in the standard way.
A value oLn of. -1.1 seems appropriate to these
data. We have demonstrated that the quadratic
subtraction of the system impulse response works
reasonably for our data8 and the Soviet group uses
a similar technique. It is clearly possible that
this may not \rrork well for the Durham data.
Nonetheless, if the data is handled consistently
and an experimentally derived relation used for
rz then the e>çerimental best estimator of the
FWHM at 300 m should be appropriate and at this
core distance the effect of most system FWHM's
is small.

Computer simulations of shower development
can help and Fig. I also includes two relations
calculated at Durhamro'r2 for different shower de-
velopments observed at sea level. Values of. n of.
-1.8 and -1.6 are found with the larger value cor-
responding to the lower value of If.. Again, the
power-larp form seems entirely appropriate. Or-
ford and Turver claim that Durham calculationsrr
show a value of n-2.0. We were unable to conjirm
this from their reference. The Soviet group3 has
also made calculations on cascades and Orford
and Turver quote a value of n=2.0 from this work.
We have reservations about this result since there
appears to us to be an inconsistency in this paper.
This is currently the subject of correspondence
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between ourselves and the Soviet workers.
It appears therefore that experimental results

in our range of core distances give values of n in
the range of -1.0 to l.? and theory fits z< 1.8. A
value of n below 1.6 (the smaller of the Durhamro'r2
theoretical values) seems appropriate to showers
which develop somewhat higher than those dis-
cussed in the calculations. It is our opinion
therefore that the value of 1.4+0.2 found and used
by us is probably about right. We have, however,
previously conceded that a problem exists due to
uncertainties in z and for purposes of comparison
have also used formula (2) for analyzing our
data.8 We shorped (fig. t, Ref. 8) that our data
can be analyzed using either formula (l) or (2) and
essentially tl:le same result is produced, It ap-
pears to us therefore that while it is right to ex-
amine the core -distance dependence critically,
the dependences we have employed are both rea-
sonable and produce consistent results. We note
that if we reanalyze our data with z= 1.8 (we re-
gard this as an extreme case) the effect is to in-
crease all otJJ deduced depths of maxima by -459
cm*.

Orford and Turver next make a few comments
on the technical difficulty of measuring useful
FWHM's at core distances below 300 m. It is
weII knowns'r1'ß that at -?0-100 m from the

shower core FWHM's are practically invariant
with depth of maximum and the ease of determining
shower development (in terms of system time re-
solution) improves with core distance away from
this region. On the other hand, signals have
greater amplitudes at smaller core distances and
there is much physical interest in the showers of
smaller size which are difficult to detect at core
distances >300 m. It is with this in mind that we
setup a system with good time response. Our
5.3 ns system FWHM was the best of any in the
field until recently when we ourselves have set
up an improved second system. The Durham
workers currently have an impulse response
FWHM of 6.? ns but digitize at 10 ns intervals and
have in the past used an impulse FWHM of 18 ns.
We would certainly regard our data as being at
least as well measured in terms of physically
useful parameters as theirs; compare for in-
stance, Ref. 14, p. 45 wiih Ref. 8, p. 107. We,
of course, do not use data from showers with core
distances close to 100 m. Contrary to the asser-
tion of Orford and Turver, with a system FWHM
of 5.3 ns, it is not too difficult to extract a useful
aaeraged height of maximum data on variations of
Iess than 100 gcm-2 with a sensitivity of -3.5 ns
per 100 gcm-2. In fact, they have, for an extended
period, used a system FWHM of 18 ns with a sen-
sitivity at their core distance of 10 ns per 100 g

cm-'. In a sense, the consistency of the variation
of the data in Fig. I of Ref. 1 would lead one to
conclude that in our core-distance range, mea-
surements of useful sensitivity certainly can be

made. Any problems in the data definitely are
not statìsti.cal uncertainties. We note that our
errors as shown are reasonable for the spread in
the data and are quite small enough to show trends
in the data. An examination of the figure in our
paperl makes this obvious,

Since we wish to determine the development of
EAS in the atmosphere in terms of atmospheric
depth in gcm-2 from the top of the atmosphere
and since the Cerenkov FIVHM gives us the height
of that development above the observer, it is ne-
cessary to have a model for the atmosphere with
which one can relate absorber depth to altitude.
This problem is not trivial and it seems to us that
it should be brought explicitly to the attention of
EAS workers although we know it has been dis-
cussed privately many times. It is customary to
approximate the atmosphere to one having expon-
ential properties with a characteristic scale
height. This is the crudest of models and Orford
and Turver were correct to criticize us for using
an atmospheric pressure scale height of ?.1 km.
We have mentioned this problem in an earlier
papertt in which we ourselves pointed out that at

l07
5eo-lev€l shower size

FIG, 2. The measured relationship between the depth

of air-shower maximum a¡d sea-level shower size'
Where results have been given in terms of primary en-

erg'y, the relâtionship sea-Ievel size=primary energy

x 1040 has been used. This is derived from our mea-
sured shower-size spectra arrd primary energy (Ref.12)

spectra, Crosses are our õerenkov observations (Ref'

1). Filled circles and the solid line are data from the

Soviet ðbrenkov observations (Ref. 3)- Open squares

are data from the Durham êrenkov observations (Ref'

4). The filled square is from airplane particle data of
Antonov (Ref.16) interpreted by Watson and Linsley.
Open circle, a mean value derived from early Cerenkov

data of Thornton and ClaY (Ref. 7).
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rur observing site, the appropriate scale height is
i.0 km. We therefore present here, in F7g.2, a
'evised version of the figure in our previous
raperr which displays our current FWHM data an-
.Iyzed usilg the appropriate pressure scale height.
fe wish to make a more general comment here
LLso, however. The value of 8.0 km we use is de-
'ived from local measurements (S. Young, private
ommunication). We have found this locaL infor-
nation most beneficial. As far as we know, some
rther EAS sites have not been so fortunate as to
Lave this information although it is of most prac-
ical interest. The atmosphere is not isothermal,
rnd although for many practical purposes (such
|s ours) an exponentialform is adequate and
Lseful, the scale height is not unique. The pres-
ure and density scale heights are not the same
nd can be very discrepant. We make this point
ince this problem is related to both Õerenkov
[eory and experiment. Some EAS parameters
epend on local pressure (e.g., the relationship
etween atmospheric depth in g cm-2 and height
n the atmosphere) and others on local density
-..g., C oulomb scattering, Õerenkov production
hreshold). It appears that these differences are
ot always talen into account in theory (see, e.9.,
tef.. 12, p. 150) and we have always had difficulty
n deciding the best procedure for interpreting our
wn data. The Soviets calculations, for instance,
se a scale height of -7 km (appropriate to their
bservation site) and hence will use Õerenkov
hresholds, scattering functions, etc., as functions
f altitude which are slightly inappropriate to our
eeds. AII observers have to contend with this
roblem to some extent (even particle EAS work-
rs) since the scale heights are meteorological
unctions and vary by relatively large amounts at
ixed geographical locations.
The criticism of our paper concerning inconsis-

ency with previous work seems to merit little
omment. It has been suggested that a value of
86+ 13 gcm-' is not consistent with our data at
mean size of 5.5 x 10s. We would suggest that

he concerned reader might plot this point on our
rig. 1 in Ref. 1. Alternatively, the point is in-
luded in Fig. 2 here with the depth appropriate
o an 8-km scale height. The point with its errors
s not statistically inconsistent with a reasonable
ine which one might draw through the total of our
ata and one would in any case er.pect a slightly
igh value since the derivation of this mean in-
Iudes a group of larger showers with, as we
how, rather larger depths of maxima than one

night have expected. We should add that, despite
he contrary assertion by Orford and Turver,2 it
s our understanding that a depth of maximum of
'500 gcm* for showers from iron primaries is
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quite appropriate in our size range.ro This is not
a conventional composition. In our first paper we
displayed an interpretation of data derived from
mear¡urement by Antonov et al. at airplane alti-
tudes on the height of maxima of small EAS. Wat-
son and Linsleylo have used more recent work of
Antonovr? and his collaborators ùo derive a depth
of maximum for small showers. This point is
included in Fig. 2 and appears to us to add
strength to our conclusions.

To summarize, the criticisms of our work by
Orford and Turver were fourfold.

(1) They were critical of our choice of techniques
for deriving depths of maxima, particularly in
the way we determine the estimated F\MHM at
300 m. We have demonstrated here that a power-
law form for the dependence of FWHM on r fits
a broad class of published data including data
from all three major groups in the field. Also,
the power-Iaw index we find is not by any me¿ìns

extreme and is consistent with Soviet experiment,
internally consistent in our own data, and fits
Durham calculations. In any case, alternative
analysis procedures produce essentially the
same final results.

(2) They pointed out that estimates of depth of
maximum based on measurements closer to the
core than 300 m are less sensitive than those
made further out. This is obvious since the FWHM
increases faster than r1'0 with increasing core
distance and it is the reason why we use equipment
which gives us a very short system FWHM.

(3) We did not choose the best atmospheric mo-
del. This is true a¡rd we had already published
material to this effect and revised our results.ls
We also note that as far as we know, other EAS
workers have similar problems when their de-
tailed procedures (theoretical and experimental)
are examined.

(4) Theythoughtthere was an inconsistency with
our previous work. The simple procedure of plot-
ting the result they derived from our previous

"vork 
on our figure should have demonstrated to

them the considerable degree of agreement be-
tween early data and Iater analysis.

We conclude that Orford and Turver2 have aired
some interesting points and as a result we have
revised our previously published results which
are now shown in Fig. 2. The essential conclu-
sions remaiÍt, viz, there is broad agreement with
other observations for sea-Ievel shower sizes of
-107. Considering known errors in depths of
maxima for experiments on showers of sea-Ievel
size -105, there is still good agreement. The
elongation rate for sho'wers with sea-Ievel sizes
of -106 is sti[ too high to be explained simply by
a progressive change of nuclear physics with en-
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ergy and can most simply be explained by a com-
position change.

There is perhaps a further point to be made on
the subject of atmospheric Õerenkov measurements
of the smaller air showers. We agree that diffi-
cult problems are encountered due to the generally
small signals to be detected and that to overcome
some of these problems it is necessary to work at
core distances which make extrapolation necessary
for comparison with theory. We do believe, how-
ever, that with sufficient accumulation of data it
has become possible to disentangle the variables
in the data and produce physically useful results.
At the very least, Orford and Turver have con-
ceded that our mean height of maximum for sho-
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